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PUBLICATIONS


Access control configurations are gatekeepers to block unwelcome access to sensitive data. Unfortunately, system administrators (sysadmins) sometimes over-grant permissions when they resolve unintended access-deny issues reported by legitimate users. The mistakes in the access control configurations can result in severe consequences, such as data breaches and system compromises. To make things worse, the access control misconfigurations may stay silent until the security incident happens.

This dissertation explores two approaches to help sysadmins diagnose the access-deny issues and reduce the permission over-granting mistakes. The first approach takes the problem of insufficient access-control logging in server applications. We designed an automated tool,
SecLog, to automatically add missing access-deny log messages, and also enhance existing ones with relevant information to guide sysadmins to diagnose the access-deny issues. The second approach tackles the problem of blind spots in knowledge and system settings for sysadmins in solving access-deny issues. We propose a system, Multiview, to automatically mutate the system configurations to explore possible directions and let each direction grant as few permissions as possible. Multiview provides a detailed diagnosis report, including access-control configurations that are related to the denial, possible directions to allow the request, as well as the impact of each direction on the access-control state of the entire system to assist sysadmins during diagnosis.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Access control mechanisms have been adopted in various computer systems to prevent unauthorized principals from performing certain actions on protected data [55]. Access control policies in computer systems have been customized to achieve the security goals of an organization. As modern software systems and access control policies are becoming more complex to accommodate the dynamic needs, companies rely on sysadmins to manage access control policies, as well as fix issues in case of problems.

Unfortunately, access control has been reported as “profoundly broken” due to the prevalence of misconfigurations [56, 79, 108]. Many recent security incidents have shown that even subtle errors in the access control configurations can result in severe data breaches and system compromises. For example, a misconfigured server of a billion-dollar consulting services company exposed customers’ private information, certificates, 40,000 passwords, and other sensitive data to the public [22]. Similarly, 154 million U.S. voters’ information was leaked simply because of one access control mistake - the database was not password protected at all [83]. Table 1.1 shows more recent real-world newsworthy security incidents caused by on access control
Table 1.1: Recent publicly-reported security incidents caused by access control misconfigurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018.3</td>
<td>42,000 patients information leaked [36]</td>
<td>Huntington hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018.4</td>
<td>63,551 patients records breached [35]</td>
<td>Middletown medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019.1</td>
<td>24 million financial records leaked [40]</td>
<td>Ascension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019.7</td>
<td>140 thousand SSNs and DoB leaked [57]</td>
<td>Capital One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019.9</td>
<td>20 million citizen records exposed [115]</td>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020.03</td>
<td>76,000 fingerprints leaked [95]</td>
<td>Antheus Tecnologia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020.05</td>
<td>132GB of sensitive data published [39]</td>
<td>Big Footy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While access control misconfigurations can be introduced during initial settings, many are caused when sysadmins change configurations to resolve issues [97]. One of the most prominent examples is access-deny issues, i.e., legitimate users are denied access to data that they are supposed to have. As these users need to gain access to the data to perform their jobs, the time pressure can easily lead sysadmins to make mistakes when changing access control settings to grant these users access. As these users need to gain access to the data to perform their jobs, sysadmins need to diagnose the issue and change access control settings to grant these users access. However, server software often does not provide informative logging to guide sysadmins to understand the reported problems, which may result in incorrect fixes. Mistakes in granting permissions often lead to permission over-granting security vulnerabilities, which can go unnoticed for months until catastrophic data breaches happen.

One of the key problem is that the current server systems are not well designed for the servers users, i.e., system administrators, in access control management, especially in server issues diagnosis. The problem is manifested in two ways.

First, server software often does not provide informative logging to guide sysadmins to understand the reported problems, which may result in incorrect fixes. Mistakes in granting permissions often lead to security vulnerabilities, which can go unnoticed for months until catastrophic data breaches happen. Figure 1.1 shows a real-world access-deny issue in Vsftpd.
The user was denied from accessing files on the FTP server and the server log only shows “Permission denied”. The sysadmin attempted several fixes during the problem-solving process, some of which opened up access to more users and introduced security holes that can be easily exploited by malicious users. According to a recent study on sysadmin practices based on sysadmin online forums and mailing lists, 38.1% of the access-den y issues were resolved by insecure modifications that over-granted accesses, introducing security vulnerabilities [108].

Second, sysadmins lack accessible tools in the troubleshooting and fixing process. Real-world access-den y issues are difficult to get right because it implies both availability and security requirements. There are many ways to grant the required permissions. A good solution, however, should be correct and safe as it not only solves the access-den y issue but also does not grant excessive permissions. However, when sysadmins manually resolve access-den y issues, they may have blind spots because of misinterpreting the security context, neglecting the security consequence, or being under time pressure. Sysadmins can misunderstand security context and adopt solutions that may unknowingly introduce security risks. Other times, sysadmins may neglect the security consequences and not thoroughly examine the modifications once the denied request is allowed. Moreover, the process of resolving access-den y issues correctly takes a
large amount of time to understand and analyze the security context. Sysadmins may be under significant time pressure, and have to find a quick workaround to the access-deny issues [41]. These blind spots lead them to resort to risky solutions.

1.2 Contribution

This dissertation presents two approaches to help sysadmins diagnose the access-deny issues and reduce the permission over-granting mistakes. The first approach takes the problem of insufficient access-control logging in server applications. We designed an automated tool, SecLog, to automatically add missing access-deny log messages, and also enhance existing ones with relevant information to guide sysadmins to diagnose the access-deny issues. The second approach tackles the problem of blind spots in knowledge and system settings for sysadmins in solving access-deny issues. We propose a system, Multiview, to automatically mutate the system configurations to explore possible directions and let each direction grant as few permissions as possible. Multiview provides a detailed diagnosis report, including access-control configurations that are related to the denial, possible directions to allow the request, as well as the impact of each direction on the access-control state of the entire system to assist sysadmins during diagnosis.

**Thesis Statement**: By automatically enhancing the server systems’ diagnosability with logging improvements and diagnosis tooling support, we can reduce the number of sysadmins’ mistakes in solving access-deny issues.

1.2.1 Improving Logging of Server Systems with SECLOG

Chapter 2 presents SECLOG. SECLOG aims to help developers improve log messages in order to help sysadmins correctly understand and fix access-deny issues without over-granting permissions.

In Chapter 2, I first conducted an observation study to understand the current practices of
access-deny logging in the server software. The study shows that many access-control program locations do not have any log messages; and a large percentage of existing log messages lack useful information to guide sysadmins to correctly understand and fix the issues. On top of the observations, SECLOG uses static analysis to automatically help developers find missing access-deny log locations and identify relevant information at the log location.

Chapter 2 evaluates SECLOG with ten widely deployed server applications. Overall, SECLOG identified 336 new log statements for access-deny cases, and also enhanced 551 existing access-deny log messages with diagnostic information. We have reported 114 log statements to the developers of these applications, and so far 70 have been accepted into their main branches. We also conducted a user study with sysadmins (n=32) on six real-world access-deny issues. SECLOG can reduce the number of insecure fixes from 27 to 1, and also improve the diagnosis time by 64.2% on average.

1.2.2 Finding Blind Spots in Access-Deny Issues Diagnosis with Multiview

Chapter 3 presents Multiview. Multiview aims to provide multiple directions to resolve access-deny issues in order to help sysadmins reduce blind spots in diagnosis. Multiview automatically mutates the system configurations to explore possible directions and lets each direction grant as few permissions as possible. Multiview provides a detailed diagnosis report, including access-control configurations that are related to the denial, possible directions to allow the request, as well as the impact of each direction on the access-control state of the entire system.

Chapter 3 evaluates SECLOG with a user study of 20 participants on five real-world access-deny issues. Multiview can reduce the percentage of insecure fixes from 44.0% to 2.0% and reduce the diagnosis time by 62.0% on average. We also evaluated Multiview on 64 real-world failure cases from four different systems and server applications, and it can successfully diagnose 45 of them. Multiview accurately identifies the failure-causing configurations and provides possible directions to each access-deny issue within one minute.
Chapter 2

Improving Logging of Server Systems with SecLog

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Motivation

Our main goal is not just about fixing the unintended access-deny issue for that particular user: we are more concerned about insecure “fixes” that over-grant the permissions. After all, there can be many ways to “fix” such issues for that particular user. For example, many incorrect fixes simply disable the entire protection domain and make the object accessible to everyone [108]. While such a “fix” resolves the issue for that particular user, it opens a big door for others, including malicious users, to get into the system and access sensitive data. Even worse, it can remain undetected until exploited by malicious users, causing a major real-world security incident.

Therefore, to reduce the number of such security incidents, it is important to help sysadmins to resolve access-deny issues safely. While it is impossible to eliminate human mistakes (after all, to err is human), one natural question is whether system builders (i.e., server software
developers) can improve our software to help sysadmins diagnose and fix such issues.

Fortunately, the answer is ‘Yes’. When a sysadmin tries to fix an access-deny issue, the first step is to understand (1) Who gets denied? (i.e., "subject"); (2) What operations get denied? (i.e., "operation"); and (3) What data is denied access? (i.e., "object"). These questions may sound trivial but on investigation are complicated. The "subject" may not be the user who reported this issue, because today’s systems involve many components such as application servers, databases, etc. Similarly, the "object" and "operation" may not be that straightforward either. For example, for users who cannot access a web page, their problem may be related to that page’s file permission, or the clients’ IPs.

A common practice to understand access-deny issues is to check log messages generated by the related software systems. Unfortunately, logging practice in today’s systems is ad-hoc and lacks critical details [108]. The incompleteness of access-deny related log messages is reflected in two ways. First, some access control checks deny permissions silently without any log at all to guide sysadmins. Figure 2.1a shows such an example in the Cherokee web server [2]. If there is no log message at all, sysadmins have to go on a wild goose chase. Sometimes sysadmins resort to the online internet forums, but the inadequate log messages often bring incorrect suggested fixes which can result in major security vulnerabilities [109]. Second, even when log messages exist, the messages are often too generic, and lack critical information related to subject, object and operation, all of which are important for sysadmins to understand the root cause and fix the settings safely. Figure 2.1b shows a real-world example of denied access with only generic information in log messages. Although there are three different possible reasons, i.e., 1) HTTP request method, 2) IP, 3) environment variables, that can result in access denial, it has only one log message: AUTHZ_DENIED. While this may make the source code easy to read, such generic error code provides very little value for sysadmins to troubleshoot and fix the access-deny issue.

As such, it is critical to improve logging quality to provide accurate information for sysadmins to fix access deny issues correctly. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge very
Figure 2.1: Two log message examples in two widely-used web servers, Cherokee and Apache httpd.

Invoke above functions based on the request’s config. All w/ the same error msg.
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(b) Apache httpd
little work has been done on this direction. The closest work was efforts by Yuan et al. on improving log messages for the purpose of software bug diagnosis [114, 111, 120]. While this work is inspiring, logging for developers is different from logging for sysadmins. To fix access-deny issues correctly, log messages for sysadmins need to have different critical information and thus different techniques need to be applied to identify such information.

### 2.1.2 Our contributions

This work makes one of the first attempts (to the best of our knowledge) to help developers improve log messages for sysadmins to diagnose and fix access-deny issues correctly and safely. First, we studied five large open-source server programs including Apache httpd, PostgreSQL, Vsftpd, NFS-Ganesha, and Proftpd to understand the problems in access-deny logging practice. Our study confirms our motivation that: (i) many access control check locations do not have any log statements for access-deny, leaving no information for sysadmins; (ii) Even for cases with access-deny log statements, a large percentage of them lack relevant details such as subject, object, and action of the denied access to guide sysadmins understand and fix such issues (§2.2).

Second, we built a tool called SECLOG which employs static analysis to automatically detect access control check locations in various server applications. SECLOG identifies missing access-deny log locations and relevant information at log location. We evaluated SECLOG with ten widely deployed server programs. Overall, SECLOG inserts 336 access-deny log statements in these software, and also automatically enhances 551 existing log messages with relevant information. We have reported 114 inserted or enhanced log messages to the developers of these popular programs, so far 70 have been confirmed and accepted into their main branches.

Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of our inserted or enhanced log messages, we conducted a user study with sysadmins (n=32). Our user study results show that the log messages enhanced by SECLOG can cut access-deny issue diagnosis time by 64.2%. More importantly, with the original log messages, the sysadmins introduced 27 over-granting security issues in their
fixes, whereas only one such issue was introduced with the enhanced log messages.

2.2 Understanding Access-denial logging in Real-world Applications

Before we dive into a solution, we first aim to understand the current status in access-denial logging practices and possible opportunities for inserting such log messages with useful information for sysadmins. We first conduct an empirical study with five widely-deployed server software systems – Apache httpd (webserver), PostgreSQL (database), Vsftpd and Proftpd (FTP server), and NFS-Ganesha (NFS), written in C/C++ languages. We focus on server software systems because their access control settings are usually critical, and over-granting permissions due to mistakes can lead to major security incidents, as we have depicted in Section 3.1.

2.2.1 Methodology

To collect the access-denial log messages in software systems, we first identify the access-denial program locations through two kinds of program signatures, error code and access control check functions. First, we collect error codes related to access denial in each application from their official documentation and manuals. For example, the error codes that would lead to a 403 HTTP status include HTTP_FORBIDDEN, AUTHZ_DENID in Apache httpd. From the location where the error code is assigned and the propagation of the error code, we record the log message that is specific to the denied access.

Second, we search by the code pattern that performs permission check to find the access-denial program locations. All the studied applications use access control check (ACC) functions to perform access check to system resources (e.g., file and port), or perform application-specific access check (authorization/authentication modules, DB privileges, ACL lists). Figure 2.1b shows
the example authorization functions in Apache httpd. Then we identify access-deny log messages by finding the call sites of ACC functions and propagation of check results. We remove the duplicates if one point can both be identified by error code and ACC function.

Our study first focuses on access-deny log points that are enabled by default during production such as Fatal, Error, Warn verbosity levels. To be more comprehensive, we also look into log points at more verbose levels that are usually not enabled during production, such as Debug or Trace levels, to further understand and expose issues in current practices of access-deny logging. (Finding 1)

Second, we examine whether the log message at the access-deny log point contains relevant information needed to understand the reason for denial. More specifically, we classify the information into the subject, access action and denied object at each point. (Finding 2)

Third, to understand more about how those access log messages were added, and whether they were added as afterthoughts, we also looked at the change history of the logging at each access-deny program point in the public version control repository. To identify patches relevant to the access-deny logging, we conduct the analysis for each software using its public version control repository. For each log statement, we collect the corresponding file name and line numbers. Then, we retrieve all the history commits related to a specific log statement using the `git log` utility. We regard the first commit to add each log statement as the one that adds the log statements; the following commits are the ones that revise the log statements. Last, we remove duplicate commits in case multiple log statements were added in one patch. Only commits make changes to access-deny log points are selected. (Finding 3)

We have two inspectors meet and discuss the standard for the collected information before studying each software. Each inspector independently investigates and records the information of interest, including the root cause configuration, the relevant variables in source code, and the request’s characteristics such as subject, object, and action at the access-deny program location. Then the two inspectors compared the results and discussed them with each other in iterations.
All results reached a consensus in the end.

**Threats to Validity.** Like all characterization studies, there is an inherent risk that our study may be specific to the applications studied and thereby may not be generalized to other software. While we cannot establish representativeness categorically, we have taken care to select diverse server software systems that are widely used in different areas. Note that our study only focuses on server software where access control is critically important; the findings may not apply to client or mobile applications. These studied programs also share commonalities that all are open-source and written in C/C++, which is common in popular server systems.

Another potential source of bias is that we may miss access-deny points that use ad-hoc access control checks that can not be identified by the error codes or ACC functions. In practice, we found that the well-maintained server programs check for access via ACC functions or differentiate the logging via error codes. Ad-hoc checks which were treated as general errors by the application developers, were also excluded by our study, such as format checks of authorization headers.

### 2.2.2 Findings

**Finding 1:** *Under the default verbosity mode, 14.1% to 64.7% of cases have no log messages at all when an access is denied (Table 2.1).* Such an overlook in software practices makes it quite challenging for sysadmins to troubleshoot an unintended access-deny issue and fix the access control setting correctly without over-granting permissions and introducing security vulnerabilities.

Compared to other logging, access-deny logging is more important as it guides sysadmins in the right direction to fix access control settings correctly. Unlike other misconfigurations that usually have visible erroneous symptoms during software execution, *access-control misconfigurations that over-granting permissions can go silent for months without being noticed until being exploited by malicious users, causing catastrophic security incidents.*
Table 2.1: The number of access-deny program points that have log messages at default verbosity level and only at debug verbosity level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>At default level</th>
<th>Only at debug level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache httpd</td>
<td>115 64.6%</td>
<td>10 5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>374 77.8%</td>
<td>0 0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>61 85.9%</td>
<td>0 0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganesha</td>
<td>24 35.3%</td>
<td>38 55.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>145 56.8%</td>
<td>25 9.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The subject, action and object in each application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App.</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Server user, process ID</td>
<td>HTTP methods; file perm. (rwx).</td>
<td>Webpages, files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>DB user</td>
<td>DB privileges</td>
<td>Tables, schemas, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>FTP user; process ID</td>
<td>FTP commands; file perm. (rwx).</td>
<td>Files, directories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS.</td>
<td>Client IP, user name</td>
<td>NFS commands (e.g., mnt)</td>
<td>Files, dirs, NFS exports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>FTP user; process ID</td>
<td>FTP commands; file perm. (rwx).</td>
<td>Files, dirs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apache httpd, NFS-ganesha and Proftpd contain some log information only at debug-level logging. While this is better than no log messages at all, the information may not be very helpful because (1) sysadmins may not know that there exist some log messages at debugging or tracing verbosity level (since most sysadmins do not read source code [108]); (2) it would require sysadmins to restart the software with debugging level enabled and reproduce the denied request to get the relevant information from log messages. As such, for the following characteristics studies, we only focus on the default level log messages.

Finding 2: Most existing access-deny log messages lack relevant information to guide sysadmins, with 37.5-100% of the log messages missing subject information, 0.0-64.7% missing action or access type information and 0.0-75.4% missing information about the accessed objects. However, the majority (70.8% - 100%) of relevant information related to the denied access is available within the same function of the corresponding access check operation (Table 2.3).

We classify useful information for sysadmins into three categories, subject, action and object, based on the specific scenario of the access [55]. There are mainly two scenarios of access-
Table 2.3: The number and percentage of log messages that do not contain subject, action or object information; “Same func” is the number of access-deny program points that have relevant information within the same function of the check operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App.</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Same func.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73.5%</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
<td>75.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

control checks which involve different subjects, actions or objects. The first scenario checks access to system resources including files, network sockets, etc. In this scenario, the subject is the role of server process in the OS; the action is the operation to be processed on the resource (e.g., read or write the file, bind network port); the object is the system resource. The other scenario checks the access to application-specific resources (e.g., authorization/authentication modules, DB privileges, ACL lists). The subject is the role in the application to perform the operation (e.g., the DB user or the authenticated user in the web server); the action is the required access to the resource (e.g., SELECT/REFERENCES privileges in PostgreSQL); the object is the application-specific resource. More details about the subject, object and action in each application are shown in Table 2.2.

The information related to subject, action and object is fundamental for sysadmins to understand the access-deny issue and come up with correct solutions. Missing any of the information may cause additional difficulties for sysadmins. **First**, subject information is necessary to know who is being denied. However, among all software, only a few percentages of log messages include subject information. One might assume the subject information is the legitimate user who reported the access-deny issue. But for many software programs, it is more complicated. For example, in most database servers, DB user is usually the database account used by application server to perform the operation requested by the end user, which is different from the end user. For file accesses, subject information is usually the server process, but it would be more complicated
Table 2.4: The number of patches that added or revised access-deny logging statements in source code. Vsftpd does not have a public version control repository and was excluded from this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Add logs</th>
<th>Revise logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache httpd</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganesha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

if setgid or setuid are used. **Second**, the action (access type) information is critical for sysadmin to grant only necessary privileges. For example, PostgreSQL utilizes logging templates in may places, but the template only includes the denied object, such as “permission denied for table %s”. They do not have information related to the user role or required privileges while PostgreSQL has 12 distinct levels of privileges [8]. **Third**, the object information is useful to know what data access is denied. Sysadmins usually need to inspect the ACLs associated with the object to decide how to change the privileges.

Fortunately, the majority of the relevant information is available within the same function of the access check operation as shown in Table 2.3. This means that when developers write the access-deny log statements in the source code, they could have included the relevant information without much complexity.

**Finding 3:** Access-deny logging practice is ad-hoc and many existing log messages are added as afterthoughts (Table 2.4). We find that many efforts from the developers are needed to add and revise the access-deny logging statements. The patches are made to (1) add new log message in previously silently denied program location or (2) revise existing log message to include additional information (e.g., file name). Figure 2.2 shows two patch cases in Apache httpd. In Figure 2.2(a), a new message was added to log the reason why the request is denied. In Figure 2.2(b), an existing access-deny log message was revised to log the operation and the file path. The added information was crucial to help sysadmins resolve the denied access, but would require huge efforts from experts to find and understand the denied locations, which calls for the
need for an automated tool to assist the developers.

Table 2.5: The number of access control check (ACC) function and the number of access-check program points that are identified by the ACC functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># ACC function</th>
<th># Call sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache HTTPD</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>141 (79.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>319 (66.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52 (73.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganesha</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40 (65.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>256 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Finding 4:** A small (15-34) number of ACC functions are used to perform access checks in many (40-319) program locations for different kinds of purposes (Table 2.5).

The studied applications commonly use ACC functions to perform checking in modules related to network, files, or authentication and authorization. These ACC functions are called to perform checking in the majority (65.6%-100%) of access check program points. Only in a small number of cases, the application may perform ad-hoc checks for certain operations without directly calling an ACC function. For example, Vsftpd directly checks whether the anonymous user is allowed against server configurations in the initialization phase. ACC functions are called in many different locations of the source code. On average, one ACC function has 6.1 call sites. For example, `pg_class_aclcheck` in PostgreSQL which is used to check whether the user has...
certain privileges to access a table, has 42 different call sites in its source code. Without tooling support, large number of access check locations make it challenging for developers to ensure good logging at every single point.

**Table 2.6:** The number of access-check program points identified by the ACC function where there are log statements at the function’s call site, inside the function, or no log statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Has log at caller</th>
<th>Has log in ACC func.</th>
<th>w/o logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache HTTPD</td>
<td>100 (58.1%)</td>
<td>15 (8.7%)</td>
<td>72 (41.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>211 (66.1%)</td>
<td>100 (31.3%)</td>
<td>108 (33.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>35 (67.3%)</td>
<td>8 (15.4%)</td>
<td>10 (19.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganesha</td>
<td>14 (35.0%)</td>
<td>1 (2.5%)</td>
<td>26 (65.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>146 (57.0%)</td>
<td>8 (3.1%)</td>
<td>110 (43.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Finding 5:** Comparing all logging locations in the source code, logging at access control check function’s call site is more common than other locations in source code (Table 2.6).

We zoom in to understand where the log messages are placed in today’s practice. Developers usually place log messages at the ACC function’s call sites instead of inside the ACC function itself. The main advantage of placing messages at a call site is that it can log more relevant information. Only in a few cases, the developers choose to add log messages only inside the access control check function. Note that in PostgreSQL, all the ACC functions have log messages inside the function, but there are also logged messages at the function’s call site. If **SECLOG** follows the common practice to place the logging statements at the call site of ACC functions, **SECLOG** can reuse most of the existing access-denied logging statements and avoid some performance overhead.

### 2.2.3 Implication

In summary, even in mature software systems, many access-denied program points do not have log messages at the default level. A large percentage of the existing log messages lack relevant information regarding the denied access, even though the information is available in the
same function. Despite developers have spent huge efforts to add and revise the log messages, the current logging practice is far from satisfactory due to either negligence or lack of tooling support. Therefore, a natural question is: can we automatically improve access-deny logging from the existing source code and assist developers in creating better log messages?

2.3 Challenges and Design Choices

Motivated by our real-world applications observation, we aim to design and build a tool, called SecLog, to help software developers to enhance access-deny log messages and also insert missing log messages to provide guidance for sysadmins to fix access-deny issues without over-granting permissions. To achieve this goal and improve the quality of access-control logging in general, there are three fundamental challenges.

1. **How to log:** How to maintain high-quality log statements in a continuous software development process.

2. **Where to log:** How to identify the access-control check (ACC) program locations (including missing ones) in large server software and where to place the log statements.

3. **What to log:** How to find the critical information to add into log statements that can guide sysadmins in solving the access-deny issues safely and correctly.

We discuss the challenges and design choices in detail, as well as compare them with the alternative approaches.

2.3.1 How to Log

Software code is constantly evolving to meet the dynamic needs, which also requires developers to spend efforts to maintain high-quality log statements. However, current access-deny logging practice is ad-hoc as it relies on developers to manually identify log locations and add
useful logging information at each location (c.f. §2.2). One simpler approach is to provide the developers with a logging library to guide/enforce developers writing better log messages. While it is possible to manually make an improvement at each access-check program location, this process is tedious and error-prone because (1) there are hundreds of ACC program locations in server software (e.g., more than 300 access-check points in large software like PostgreSQL) and (2) for each location, developers need to examine the entire call chain to search for log statements or the lack of such statements, as well as to identify critical information related to the access denial.

We design SECLOG to automate the process with the help of static analysis for the following considerations. **First,** the source code contains rich information related to the denied access, which could be extracted with static analysis (Finding 2 in §2.2). **Second,** static analysis can go through all the access-control check locations to identify inadequate or missing log messages, which would be challenging for developers to manually go over. **Third,** the automated process could be integrated to the CI pipelines to help with code review, which enforces consistent logging practice for even new contributors. Though SECLOG still requires some annotations from developers, this as a one-time small effort would benefit the code development process in the long run.

### 2.3.2 Where to Log

**Where to Find ACC Locations.** It is challenging to identify ACC locations across different server applications because each application performs various access control checks on the requests. Manually identifying each location in a large server application requires expertise and huge efforts.

SECLOG addresses this problem by leveraging the common adoption of ACC functions to reduce the input from developers while achieving a high coverage of access check locations. To understand the percentage of access-check locations covered by ACC functions, we performed a
measurement on the five applications in §2.2. We find that the majority (65.6%-100%) of access check program points can be identified by ACC functions. Using ACC functions allows SECLOG to identify up to more than 300 access control check locations in large software like PostgreSQL with no more than 34 ACC functions (Table 2.5).

Although ACC functions still have to be annotated by developers, the effort is much lower than manually inspecting hundreds of access-check points. The developers can easily identify these ACC functions in modules related to system resources access (e.g., file or network), or application-specific checks in access control related source files. As shown in Evaluation §2.5.1, even novice developers could annotate the ACC functions with high coverage in a short amount of time.

**Where to Place Log Statements.** After SECLOG finds all ACC program locations, the second challenge is where the existing or new (to be added by SECLOG) access-control log statements should be placed. One approach would be placing the log statements inside the ACC function instead of after ACC function’s call sites. However, the call site contains more relevant information for sysadmins to resolve the access-deny issues. According to our study, 68-100% relevant information related to the denied access is available within the same function of the call site of ACC functions (Table 2.3). Besides, the majority of access-deny logging statements are at ACC functions’ call sites instead of inside a check function (More details in Table 2.6). Placing the logging statements at call sites, SECLOG can improve existing logging statements without intrusive logic modifications to source code.

Another alternative approach is to always add after the check at the call site, regardless of whether the access result is denied or not. This approach would have two disadvantages. **First**, too much logging will introduce higher performance overhead and downgrade the server throughput [96]. **Second**, too much logging can overwhelm sysadmins to find the related log message when they need to fix issues like an unintended access-deny case reported by a legitimate user.
In sum, SECLOG decides to place the log statements after the call sites of ACC functions only when the access is denied. To achieve this, we design a semantic pattern matching algorithm to identify the access-deny paths in Section 2.4.1.

2.3.3 What to Log

The third challenge would be what should be included in the access-deny log messages to help sysadmins fix the access-deny issues correctly. A naive solution would be to include all the parameters of the ACC function as relevant information since they are used to perform access control checks. However, it is imprecise and misses the opportunity to collect specific denied reasons. **First,** not all function parameters are involved in the decision of whether the access would be denied. Logging unrelated information may confuse the sysadmins. **Second,** the parameters may be a large object represented as a struct with many fields (e.g., the request object in Apache httpd contains more than 100 fields). Only the fields that cause the access denied are relevant and should be logged. **Third,** some accesses may be denied in an ACC function for different reasons. Figure 2.11 in Appendix 2.5.3 shows that the `cherokee_mkdir_p_perm` function could be denied for two reasons: (1) denied to create a new directory with the specified mode, or (2) denied to open an existing directory with certain permissions. To guide sysadmins for an unintended access-deny case, it is more useful to give the specific information in the log message.

To find precise information related to access control from source code, SECLOG identifies the information relevant to the access from two sources: (1) inside the ACC function and (2) at the ACC function’s call site. To ensure the collected information is only related to the denied access, SECLOG performs backward slicing from the access-deny return value inside the ACC function and data dependency analysis to find the related variables. We discuss more about the analysis process in Section 2.4.2.
2.4 Design and Implementation

SECLOG targets large server software where over-granting permissions and security incidents can cause major incidents. Since most server software was written in C/C++, SECLOG is built on top of LLVM compiler frameworks that can handle C/C++ programs. SECLOG’s static analysis algorithms can be easily extended to handle Java applications.

The overview workflow of SECLOG is shown in Figure 2.3. SECLOG operates on the LLVM bitcode of the application and processes the IR representation of the source code. Besides, SECLOG takes two types of annotations from the developers: (1) A list of developer-selected ACC functions in the target software, and (2) the corresponding result check function paired with the ACC function that is used to determine whether the access is denied based on the return value of ACC functions. For example, if the return value from an ACC function is not NO_ERROR, then it is access-denied. One example ACC function and corresponding result check function is shown in Figure 2.4.

SECLOG further performs analysis to identify (1) where to log (§2.4.1) and (2) what to log (§2.4.2). SECLOG produces a report including the list of access-control log locations, the type of log at each location (existing or new), and the list of relevant variable names at each location.
1. Access control check function

```c
// check permission on opening a file; return the check result as status struct
status_t check_open_permission(struct obj_handle* obj,
                                 struct flag_t* flags, bool create);
```

2. Access control check function call sites

```c
status_t fsal_open2(struct obj_handle** obj, struct flag_t* flags,
                    enum mode cmode, ...){
    /* init
    status = check_open_permission(*obj, flags, cmode>=FSAL_EXCLUSIVE);
    if (! (status.major == NO_ERROR)) goto out;
```

3. Result check function

```c
bool result_check_int_1(status_t status){
    return status.major != NO_ERROR;
}
```

---

**Figure 2.4**: An access control check function example from NFS-Ganesha.

Developers can utilize SECLOG’s report to generate the final human-readable log messages. SECLOG can also be configured to instrument the bitcode by inserting the pairs of variable names and values at each logging location with provided logging functions.

### 2.4.1 Identify Where to Log

SECLOG identifies the logging locations with the help of ACC functions as discussed in §2.3.2. To achieve this goal, SECLOG will first perform static analysis to identify the access-control check locations. Then SECLOG places the log statements only when the access is denied at the check location, by identifying the access-deny paths at the ACC function call site. We discuss the detailed analysis algorithms as follows.

**Identify Access-control Check Locations.** SECLOG identifies the log location by first extracting the call graphs from the bitcode. With the help of call graph, SECLOG can comprehensively find all the call sites of ACC functions where the access is checked. Most ACC functions in the same software follow a similar convention to indicate access denial in the same software. This makes it easier for developers to provide result check functions.
void fsal_open2(...) {
.../init
%1 = call check_open_permission(...)
%2 = bitcast %alloca to i64*
store %1, %2
%3 = bitcast %status to i8*
%4 = bitcast %alloca to i8*
memcpy(%3, %4)
%5 = getelementptr(%status, 0, 0)
%6 = load i32, i32* %5
%7 = icmp eq %6, 0
br %7, %true, %false
}

(a) Simplified LLVM IR

Figure 2.5: Result checking operations in LLVM IR for call site’s code snippet.

We find that function pointers are used as special ACC functions in certain C-based applications, such as Apache httpd. The application uses function pointers in a struct as a function template to call different ACC functions at any call site. However, the use of function pointer makes the log messages at the function call sites less specific, since the different access control check functions may be called at the same site, but fails for different reasons, as shown in Figure 2.1b. To find the call sites via the function pointers, we require the developers to annotate the specific field in the struct that represents the function pointers to ACC functions. Then SECLOG identifies all possible functions that can be assigned to this type of pointer. This helps us extend the call graph between the call site of function pointer and the real ACC functions to conduct the remaining analysis.

**Identify where to Place Access-Deny Logs.** As discussed in §2.3.2, SECLOG decides to place the log statements only when the access is denied. This requires SECLOG to identify the existing access-deny path in the source code. If there is an access-deny path (i.e., the code snippets at the ACC function’s call site to check whether the ACC function’s return value represents access-deny), the snippets would be similar to the operations included in the result check function. Figure 2.5(a) shows the corresponding LLVM IR of the example function’s call
site in Figure 2.4. The ACC function `check_open_permission` returns a struct of error status. To perform the check in LLVM IR code, the call site performs several operations to retrieve one field in the struct and check if that field represents the access is denied.

To capture the result checking operations and identify access-deny paths, as detailed in Algorithm 1, SECLOG performs a semantic pattern matching process by using the program slicing technique with data flow analysis starting from each access-deny program location. The algorithm will match the result check function with the denied branch.

**Algorithm Details.** The semantic pattern matching algorithm matches between the access-deny path at the call site and the result check function. By definition, the result check function takes the return value of the ACC function as an input, and returns true when the access is denied as shown in Figure 2.4. The algorithm perform the analysis to match the result check function with the denied branch in two steps.

First, for each call site, SECLOG identifies the call instruction $I_{\text{acc}}$ (i.e., the instruction that invokes the ACC function) and the branch conditions impacted by $I_{\text{acc}}$. It performs intra-procedural static forward slicing that has data dependency on $I_{\text{acc}}$. $S_{\text{acc}}$ is the set of all instructions in $I_{\text{acc}}$’s forward slice. SECLOG then computes the set of all related conditional branch instructions in $S_{\text{acc}}$: \{ $I_{\text{cond}} | I_{\text{cond}} \in S_{\text{acc}} \cap \text{Type}(I_{\text{cond}}) = \text{branch}$ \}.

Second, SECLOG performs a semantic pattern matching between the result check function and the paths between $I_{\text{acc}}$ and all branch instructions $I_{\text{cond}}$ in $S_{\text{acc}}$. This step prunes out infeasible paths that do not match with the operations. Algorithm 1 `0pNodeTreeMatch()` lists the core steps.

- Construct the operation `0pNode` from instructions in $S_{\text{acc}}$. Each instruction in $S_{\text{acc}}$ can be mapped to a `0pNode` that includes the instruction (i.e., operation), the operands, and the defined type of the LLVM IR in the SSA style.
- Construct `0pNode` tree backwards from $I_{\text{cond}}$. The root of the tree is the `0pNode` of $I_{\text{cond}}$, while the leaves of the tree can only be $I_{\text{acc}}$ or constants types. The `0pNode` tree of the result check function $R_{\text{check}}$ can be constructed similarly between the input parameter and $R_{\text{check}}$’s return.
value.

- Reduce OpNode tree. The operations in defined EQUIV type like load, store, cast can be removed, so that the two OpNode trees can be matched in the simplest form.

- Match OpNode tree. The final operation matching between the two trees uses the `MatchTree()` procedure in Algorithm 1. The matching algorithm returns None if no match, otherwise it outputs the true or false branch for the branch instruction as the access-deny branch. Note that SECLOG also performs simple logic transformations, to ensure that the branch condition like `rv == -1` can match with specified result check functions like `bool check(rv){return rv < 0;}`. This can be further improved by a formal SAT solvers [37].

**Identify Existing Logs or Add New Ones.** To avoid redundant logging, SECLOG finds whether the access-deny log statements already exist inside the ACC function. SECLOG performs static backward slicing from the access-deny return values to search for a logging statement.

SECLOG first searches for logging statements specific to the denied access at the ACC function call site. We count them as specific for the denied access only when the basic block where the log statement lies in the denied branch (identified from our previous step), but does not post-dominate the allowed branch.

An access-deny error may be logged in the upper caller function by propagating the error code. SECLOG records the return value and performs data flow analysis in the call chain to check if the return value is propagated back to its caller in the call chain. SECLOG recursively looks at upper caller function at up to three levels for efficiency considerations.

If no access-deny branches were found, SECLOG can optionally instrument the bitcode by inserting a *checker* by calling the result check function. To avoid affecting the original semantics, the checker was inserted immediately after the basic block where the ACC function was called. Inside the branch, only a log statement is added.
Algorithm 1: OpNodeTreeMatch

```
struct {
    instr: the original instruction I;
    operands: operands of I;
    type: Defined type of I, (e.g. EQUIV type includes store, load, cast instructions)
} OpNode;

Function OpNodeTreeMatch(I_cond, I_acc, R_check, S_acc):
    Input: I_cond: branch condition instruction;
           I_acc: call instruction of access check function;
           R_check: OpNode tree root of the result check function;
           S_acc: the instructions tained by I_acc;
    ins_map ← {} ▷ mapping from instruction to OpNode;
    for I_i ∈ S_acc do
        ▷ convert I_i to OpNode
        ins_map[I_i] ← OpNode(I_i, Operands(I_i), Type(I_i))
    root ← ins_map[I_cond] ▷ root is the tree from I_cond
    root ← ReduceTree(root, ins_map)
    return MatchTree(root, R_check)

Function ReduceTree(root, ins_map):
    if root.type = EQUIV then
        root.operands[0] = ▷ EQUIV only has 1 operand
        ReduceTree(ins_map[root.operands[0]])
    else
        for operand ∈ root.operands do
            ReduceTree(operand, ins_map)
    return root

Function MatchTree(root, R_check):
    r_match ← []; retval ← 0
    if root.type = R_check.type then
        ▷ Recursively match operands of root and R_check
        r_match ← matchAllOperands(root, R_check)
        if None ∉ r_match then
            if Value(root) = ¬Value(R_check) then
                retval = 1 − retval
            return retval
        return None
```

2.4.2 Identify What to Log

Based on the characteristics of ACC function, SECLOG identifies the information relevant to the access from two sources: inside the ACC function and at the ACC function’s call site.

**Inside the ACC function.** For each access-deny return value in the ACC function, SECLOG performs backward slicing to find a slice from the access-deny return value backward to the beginning of the function. Then SECLOG extracts all live-in variables [16] (i.e., function parameters, global variables, constants), on which the access-deny return value has a data or control dependency. The variables collected along each deny slice are added separately to represent various reasons for denials (e.g., Figure 2.11 in §2.5.3). Those variables are also used in analysis at the call site. If the access check function is a library call (i.e., the source code can not be analyzed), the above analysis is skipped and all function parameters are treated as relevant.

**At the ACC function’s call sites.** ACC function’s call sites have specific context information that is useful to guide sysadmins. From the function parameters, SECLOG traces back to the global variables of the configuration settings, and adds them into the corresponding access-deny log statements (e.g., Figure 2.12 in §2.5.3). More specifically, SECLOG collects live-in variables starting from the relevant variables identified inside the ACC function in the previous step. These variables are data-dependent on the relevant variables in ACC function. To collect such information, SECLOG performs a revised backward slicing which only performs the static backward slicing on the data flow graph.

2.5 Evaluation

We evaluate SECLOG to answer the following questions: First (§2.5.1), how much effort is it for the developers to use SECLOG? Second (§2.5.2), how effective is SECLOG in improving existing access-control log statements and identifying missing log locations? Third (§3.6.2), how effective are SECLOG-enhanced logging statements in helping the administrators in solving
Table 2.7: Evaluated applications. Applications in gray are covered in our study. We added five other software to evaluate the generality. ACC func: the number of ACC function. Res. func: the number of types of the result check functions. Anno. Time: average time in minutes that were spent on annotating the ACC and result check functions. Analysis time is total running time to analyze the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th># ACC func.</th>
<th># Res. func.</th>
<th>Anno. Time</th>
<th>Analysis Time (mins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache httpd[1]</td>
<td>Web server</td>
<td>199K</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL[7]</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>886K</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd[11]</td>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>16K</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganshea[5]</td>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>165K</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd[9]</td>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>228K</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee[2]</td>
<td>Web server</td>
<td>62K</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redis[10]</td>
<td>Key-value</td>
<td>134K</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL[4]</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>35K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

real-world access-deny issues? Lastly (§2.5.5), how efficient is SECLOG’s analysis and what is the runtime overhead to the server software? The experiments were conducted on a machine with Intel Core i7-7700 CPU (3.6GHz, 8 cores), 16 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD with Ubuntu 16.04.

2.5.1 Efforts in Adopting SECLOG

Number of annotations. We annotated the ACC functions and result check functions in ten open-source server software including web servers, databases, FTP, proxy servers, etc. Table 2.7 lists the evaluated software. The number of ACC functions in each software is small (3-34), which varies with the application type and code base size. Each ACC function pairs with one result check function, but many ACC functions that have the same format to represent the return value can share the same result check function. In fact, each evaluated software only has 1-4 types of result check functions.

Manual efforts in annotation. Two authors measure the time that they each spent on annotating the ACC functions and the result check functions for five new applications that are not
Table 2.8: Evaluation results for number of annotated ACC functions and result check functions. The percentage is calculated based on the ACC functions used in the evaluation. Time includes the time to annotate the ACC functions and write result check functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Participant 1</th>
<th>Participant 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># ACC func.(%)</td>
<td>Time (mins)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>34 (100.0%)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>16 (94.1%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS-ganshea</td>
<td>8 (88.9%)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postfix</td>
<td>12 (92.3%)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>4 (80.0%)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11 (91.7%)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>3 (60.0%)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL</td>
<td>3 (100.0%)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

studied in Section 2.2. As shown in Table 2.7, the annotation time is usually less than 1 hour since the number of ACC functions is small. We did not measure the time spent on the five applications covered in Section 2.2 because we studied them extensively to understand their practices.

To further measure the manual efforts in annotation for SECLOG, we recruited two graduate students in computer science to annotate the ACC functions and result check functions. Before the start of the study, we used two applications (Apache and Proftpd) to explain the definitions of ACC functions and result check functions. We also presented the examples in these two applications to further explain how we annotate the ACC functions and result check functions.

The participants are provided with the specific version of the software’s source code and the access control related documentation. Different from the software maintainers, the participants have limited knowledge about the applications. We allowed them to read the documentations of software to understand the specific details of access control before the study. The time is not recorded when they read the documentations. The participants were instructed to find all the ACC functions and annotate the result check function for each ACC function. We recorded the total time they spent on each application.
**Results**: The annotation results are shown in Table 2.8. From the study, we find that even for developers who have less experience and knowledge of the software, they are able to find the ACC functions and annotate the result check functions with high coverage (>90%) in a short amount of time (avg. 25 minutes). The manual efforts required for software maintainers could be even smaller.

**Efforts in using SECLOG’s outputs to write log messages.** When the authors submit patches based on SECLOG’s outputs, the main efforts are spent on understanding the meanings of the variables in the context of each application and correlating them to write log messages; the other efforts are mainly development efforts including finding appropriate logging functions and testing.

We conduct a user study to measure the developers’ efforts in using SECLOG’s outputs to write the log statements. This user study is approved with IRB exempt status via the IRB amendment. We recruited participants from the open-source software’s slack, discussion forum, and mailing lists. Before the study, the participants will be provided with the four applications’ source code with specific versions that SECLOG evaluated on, including Apache, PostgreSQL, vsftpd and mSQL. We randomly select 2-3 log locations identified by SECLOG in each application, which makes a total of 10 log locations. For each log location, we provide three kinds of information based on SECLOG’s outputs: (1) Log location: the specific line number of the source code file which needs to write the log messages; (2) ACC function: the function name through which SECLOG identifies the logging opportunity; and (3) Variables: the list of variable names identified by SECLOG. For the variables that are fields in complex struct, we will present them in a `struct_name.field_name` format.

The participants are asked to write the log statements with the following requirements: (1) The log statements should utilize the information in the variables. (2) The log statements should be human-readable and provide useful information for the system administrators. We do not require the participants to write log statements with the specific log functions in each
application; instead, the participants only need to focus on the content of log messages and write the log message with `printf()` function. We record the time that each participant spent on each task. After the participant finish all the problems, we conduct a semi-structured interview to ask how they utilize the provided information to write the log statements and whether the information is easy to use.

Table 2.9: The time (in minutes) spent to write log statement based on the outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log ID</th>
<th>Participant 1</th>
<th>Participant 2</th>
<th>Participant 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache-1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL-1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL-2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL-3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results. In total, we recruited three developers to participate in our study. We recorded...
the time and log statements written by the participants at each program location. On average, the time required to write one log statement is 3.34 minutes, with minimum of 1.0 minute and maximum of 9.7 minute. The detailed results are shown in Table 2.9. In general, the time varies based on the log location in each application, which may relate to the number of variables and function size at the log location. The main efforts spent by the developers are to understand the meaning of the variables at each log location based on the source code and relevant document pages. Then the developers need to correlate the information to write the final log message.

We find that all the log statements written by the participants can cover the same set of information as the final patches accepted by the developers, even though the wording is not exactly the same. This may because they are all guided by the SECLOG-identified variables. For example, Figure 2.6 shows one complex log statement from the designed task mSQL-1, with the log statements written by the three participants and the one accepted by the software maintainers. The efforts spent by maintainers who are familiar with the code logic could be even less.

### 2.5.2 Improve Access-Deny Logging

To evaluate the effectiveness of SECLOG in improving existing access-control log statements and identifying missing logging locations, we applied SECLOG on ten server applications and verified the enhanced log messages and new ones.

#### Number of improved log messages

Table 2.10 shows the number of existing log messages enhanced by SECLOG and new log statements added by SECLOG, for the ten evaluated software applications, and the diagnostic information (represented as numbers of variables) added into the logging statement. SECLOG automatically inserted 6 to 121 log statements into these applications at those access-deny program locations that have no log in the call path. For the existing log messages, SECLOG has added about 1.67-8.75 additional variables per log message. For newly added log messages, there are about 3.0 to 14.28 variables per log message on average.
Table 2.10: Evaluation results for improvement of existing and new log statements. This table shows (1) the number of existing log messages enhanced and the average number of additional variables added per existing log statement. (2) The number of newly added log messages and the average number of relevant variables per new log statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th>Existing logs</th>
<th>New logs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td># New vars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache.</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postfix</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of SECLOG-enhanced log statements varies with the number of access-control checks in the software due to (1) software size and (2) the design of ACC code. The larger software like Apache, PostgreSQL and Proftpd contains a higher number of checks. However, in software like redis/NFS-ganshea, the number of ACCs is small despite the software being large in terms of LOC. This may be because the design of ACC code varies based on the nature of each software. The web servers and database servers have many access control privileges and authentication/authorization modes, therefore the access control checks are conducted in many program locations. In contrast, the file system server or the memory cache server (redis/NFS-ganshea) mainly rely on file system protection and have fewer access control checks.

**Cases confirmed and accepted by developer.** We took a step further to report the SECLOG-enhanced log messages to the open-source projects. Note that some applications (e.g., vsftpd) do not have a formal forum for us to report issues, so we did not report them. We have submitted 114 enhanced log messages as patches to the developers of those applications that have formal forums. When we contact the developers, we prioritized submitting patches to those who responded to our initial patches. So far 70 of 114 have been accepted and merged in their main
Table 2.11: The coverage of the variables in existing log statements. The variables in the existing logs are manually picked by developers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th># exi. logs</th>
<th>#(%) covering all vars. in the log</th>
<th>#(%) missing any vars.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>73 (79.5%)</td>
<td>20 (21.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>203 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 (62.5%)</td>
<td>3 (37.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>144 (99.9%)</td>
<td>1 (0.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postfix</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7 (87.5%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAPrxy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (66.7%)</td>
<td>1 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

branches.

**Coverage of variables in existing log messages.** To understand the accuracy of SE-CLOG-identified variables, we use the variables in existing log messages as the ground truth to compare with SE-CLOG’s outputs. These variables are manually picked by developers. We consider one log message covered by SE-CLOG only when all the existing variables in the log message are in the SE-CLOG-identified variables; otherwise it is regarded as missed. As shown in Table 2.11, SE-CLOG achieves a high coverage in all applications.

We further looked into the log messages with variables missed by SE-CLOG. There are mainly two reasons. First, the variables logged by developers are not used in this access-control check. For example, in the 3 cases missed in NFS, developers choose to log the client’s IP address when they perform the authentication (i.e., checking credentials). Similarly, for 7 cases in Apache, developers log the requested URL when the code checks access for requested files. Second, the variables logged by developers mismatched SE-CLOG’s outputs. For example, for 9 cases in Apache, developers logged the filenames which are missed by SE-CLOG. This is because the file operation only uses the file descriptor to perform the check. SE-CLOG could not find the filename previously associated with the descriptor in the upper call chain.
Table 2.12: Evaluation results of improvement on the existing log statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th># exi.</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Action</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Object</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>logs</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3 (3.2%)</td>
<td>88 (94.6%)</td>
<td>88 (94.6%)</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td>79 (84.9%)</td>
<td>93 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>203 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>152 (74.9%)</td>
<td>203 (100%)</td>
<td>203 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3 (7.7%)</td>
<td>26 (66.7%)</td>
<td>5 (18.2%)</td>
<td>39 (100%)</td>
<td>9 (23.1%)</td>
<td>33 (84.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>8 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
<td>8 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2 (25.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>90 (62.1%)</td>
<td>145 (100%)</td>
<td>145 (100%)</td>
<td>145 (100%)</td>
<td>145 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostFix</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>7 (87.5%)</td>
<td>6 (75.0%)</td>
<td>8 (100%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
<td>4 (50.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (66.7%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>2 (66.7%)</td>
<td>2 (66.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 (9.1%)</td>
<td>9 (81.8%)</td>
<td>10 (90.9%)</td>
<td>10 (90.9%)</td>
<td>10 (90.9%)</td>
<td>10 (90.9%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>9 (81.8%)</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
<td>5 (45.5%)</td>
<td>6 (54.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>11 (57.9%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>11 (57.9%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Improvements on subject/action/object information.** To understand the improvement of log messages, we further classify the existing variables and newly added variables into subject, action and object based on the characteristics of each application. The results are shown in Table 2.12 and Table 2.13 for existing and newly added log statements respectively. For the existing log messages in Table 2.12, SECLOG can systematically improve the log message with variables related to subject, action and object. For subject, SECLOG can find process id for file accesses, and user info for the SQL queries in different applications; For action, SECLOG can find the access mode or privileges related to the access; For object, SECLOG can find the variables related to files, DB or table names.

However, SECLOG still cannot identify all the information related to subject, action or object from the source code because the check may not involve all the attributes. For example, in 25.1% of the cases where SECLOG can not identify the action in PostgreSQL, the code simply checks whether the user is the owner of the object (e.g., table). Similarly, SECLOG can not identify the object in the authentication checks where the check only involves attributes related to the subject.

**Helpfulness of SECLOG-identified variables.** We conducted a survey to quantitatively evaluate the helpfulness of the information in SECLOG-identified variables in diagnosing access-
Table 2.13: The number and percentage of newly added log messages containing subject, action and object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th># new logs</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41 (93.2%)</td>
<td>44 (100%)</td>
<td>44 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>121 (100%)</td>
<td>111 (91.7%)</td>
<td>121 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9 (100%)</td>
<td>9 (100%)</td>
<td>7 (77.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 (100%)</td>
<td>20 (100%)</td>
<td>20 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proftpd</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>102 (91.9%)</td>
<td>111 (100.0%)</td>
<td>111 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postfix</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36 (100%)</td>
<td>36 (100%)</td>
<td>31 (86.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
<td>8 (80.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18 (78.3%)</td>
<td>23 (100%)</td>
<td>20 (87.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 (100%)</td>
<td>6 (100%)</td>
<td>6 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSQL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.14: Average helpfulness rating of variables in a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 as not helpful and 5 as extremely helpful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th>SECLOG</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgre.</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deny issues. We choose three commonly used applications, Apache, PostgreSQL and vsftpd, and in each application, we randomly selected 10 access-deny program points improved by SECLOG. For each program point, we carefully designed an access-denied scenario that would be denied access at the program point. Then we show the participants with the meaning of the SECLOG-identified variable and the actual value at the access-deny program point. To compare with the helpfulness of SECLOG-identified variables, we randomly selected two additional variables at the access-deny program point (i.e., within the call site of ACC function based on the LLVM IR code). For each scenario, participants are asked to rate the helpfulness of each variable on a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 as “not helpful” and 5 as “extremely helpful”. To avoid overwhelming the respondents with too many questions, only four scenarios are randomly drawn for each respondent. Participants were not compensated for our survey.

Here we show one example survey question in PostgreSQL. The first three variables are
identified by SECLOG, and the last two variables are randomly selected from the source code. Note that the order of choices will be shuffled with Qualtrics survey utilities.

**Example (PostgreSQL-4).** The following query tries to create a table referencing another table, but gets permission denied.

```sql
CREATE TABLE tableA(
    contact_id INT GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY,
    customer_id INT,
    PRIMARY KEY(contact_id),
    CONSTRAINT fk_customer
    FOREIGN KEY(customer_id)
    REFERENCES tableB(customer_id)
);
```

Please rate the helpfulness of the following information in your diagnosis process. Each choice includes the description of the information and the value of the information.

We distributed our survey through the software’s mailing list and slack channel, subreddits of sysadmin forums. In total, we received 108 valid responses (36 for Apache, 42 for PostgreSQL and 30 for vsftpd). No personal identifiable information is collected in the survey.

**Results.** The average helpfulness ratings of SECLOG-identified variables and randomly
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Not helpful</th>
<th>Slightly helpful</th>
<th>Moderately helpful</th>
<th>Very helpful</th>
<th>Extremely helpful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The table name</td>
<td>TableB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required privilege for the referred</td>
<td>REFERENCES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>table</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User who is executing the query</td>
<td>staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of columns</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default privilege for this user</td>
<td>No permission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

selected variables are shown in Table 2.14. In all three applications, the helpfulness ratings of SECLOG-identified are between 3 (moderately helpful) and 5 (extremely helpful), which are significantly higher than randomly selected variables ($p<0.005$, Mann-Whitney U test).

The distribution of helpfulness ratings in SECLOG-identified variables is shown in Figure 2.7. For all applications, more than 50% of variables have ratings higher than 4 (very helpful) and more than 75% are higher than 3 (moderately helpful). In PostgreSQL, SECLOG can help identify the accessed table name (object), required privilege (object) and the user who is executing the query (subject) in all the locations, which are all regarded as very helpful.

We further look at the variables with ratings lower than 3 (moderately helpful) in Apache and vsftpd. This is because for library calls that SECLOG cannot analyze, SECLOG treats all parameters as related to avoid losing useful information, which may include additional less useful information. In Apache, 7 out of 12 variables are the apr_file_t object which stores the file handle, which are the parameters of libcalls. Similarly in vsftpd, 3 out 5 variables are introduced as libcall parameters. Future improvements may further prune such variables by adding filters for specific variable types.

2.5.3 Real-world Log Improvement Examples

We provided three examples to exemplify that SECLOG can insert variables including objects and actions (case 1), subjects (case 2) and configuration values (case 3). In addition, we provide the one log patch of the illustrating example in Figure 2.11.
...} else if (mode == WRITESEEKABLE) {
    rv = apr_file_open(fd, pathname, WRITE|CREATE, ...);
    if (rv != APR_SUCCESS) {
        return dav_new_error(..., sprintf("Could not open
+ an existing resource for writing: %s.", pathname));
    } else {
        rv = apr_file_open(fd, pathname, READ, ...);
        if (rv != APR_SUCCESS)
+             return dav_new_error(..., sprintf(p, "Could not open
+ an existing resource for reading: %s.", pathname));
    }
    if (rv != APR_SUCCESS) {
        return dav_new_error(...,
- "An error occurred while opening a resource.");
+     sprintf(p, "An error occurred while opening a
+ resource for writing: %s.", pathname));
    }

Figure 2.8: An accepted Apache patch based on SECLOG-identified information adds the filename and action into log messages.

1. Access control check function

```c
int aclCheckLocal(cinfo_t *info) {
    if (!((info->host) || strcmp(info->host, "localhost"))) {
        if (strcmp(info->user, configGet("admin"))) != 0)
            return(0);
    } else {
        return(0);
    }
    return(1);
}
```

Deny path 1: not admin user
Deny path 2: not localhost

2. Access control check function call site

```c
void processClientRequest(...) {
    if (!aclCheckLocal(clientinfo)) {
        - error("Permission denied");
        + error("Permission denied - not supported over
        + remote connections of from non-admin user");
    }
```

Figure 2.9: The final accepted patch in mSQL adds information related to the subject.
Figure 2.10: An log enhancement for vsftpd related to configuration, which is used in the user study problem vsftpd-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Access control check function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>int vsf_access_check_file(struct mystar* filename){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str_copy(&amp;s_access_str, tunabledeny_file);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if(vsf_filename_match(filename, &amp;s_access_str)){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return 0; // Access denied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Access control check function call site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void handle_cwd(struct vsf_session* p_sess){</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|   ...
|   if(!vsf_access_check_file(&p_sess->ftp_arg_str)){ |
|     vsf_cmdio_write(FTP_NOPERM, "Permission denied."); |
|     + vsf_cmdio_write(FTP_NOPERM, “Permission denied because of configuration: deny_file”); |

Figure 2.11: Collecting access-deny information inside the access control check function.
Figure 2.12: An example of new log insertions that adds configuration entries of port range.

**Case 1 (Apache):** Figure 2.8 shows that SECLOG enhanced the log statements to provide object and action information to guide sysadmins in fixing possible unintended access-deny issues. Originally the message “An error occurred while opening a resource” was generic with no diagnostic information while the permission can be denied for several different reasons. Such messages provide very little for sysadmins to understand what resources and which operations are denied. We submitted a patch to log the operation and the file name for all the possible failed places. The Apache developers confirmed our suggestion and accepted our patch into its main branch. This patch can directly help an access-deny issue in ServerFault [14] - when RewriteEngine is used, the uploaded directory may not be the original URL. Sysadmins need to know the real path and denied operation to fix it with a lower chance of over-granting permissions.

**Case 2 (mSQL):** Figure 2.9 shows that mSQL may deny requests from remote hosts or non-admin users. The original log only records a general error as “Permission denied” with no information. By analyzing the access-check function aclCheckLocal, SECLOG identifies two possible reasons on two deny paths that (1) the client is on localhost but not admin user or (2) the client is not on localhost. SECLOG improves the logging by adding the client’s user and host information. The maintainers acknowledged our patch and revised the wording based on our
Table 2.15: Six real-world access-deny issues from vsftpd and PostgreSQL evaluated in our user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-1</td>
<td>Users could not download the txt file because of misspelled regex patterns in configuration deny_file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-2</td>
<td>User could not login because the user customized config. file is not owned by root.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-3</td>
<td>User could not retrieve directory listing in the passive mode because the allocated port is being used by other application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-1</td>
<td>The SQL query is denied because the user lacks USAGE privilege on the schema and INSERT privilege on the table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-2</td>
<td>The SQL query is denied because the user lacks EXECUTE privilege to run the functions in the schema.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-3</td>
<td>The SQL query is denied because the user lacks REFERENCES privilege when creating a table with foreign key reference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

patch as shown in Figure 2.9.

**Case 3 (vsftpd):** Figure 2.10 shows that vsftpd may deny access to certain files if the file name matches records in configuration entry deny_file. SECLOG identifies this configuration variable by analyzing the deny paths inside the ACC functions and includes the configuration entry in the log message. We conducted the user study using this example (vsftpd-1 §3.6.2).

**An accepted patch with two access-deny reasons:** The patch is shown in Figure 2.11. SECLOG detects two different access-deny return points and constructs two slices with backwards slicing. The first sliced path extracts mode whereas the second one is related to perm. SECLOG enhance the log statement by adding two reasons for the denied access.

**Patch with global variables at the call site:** In Figure 2.12, from the function parameters, SECLOG traces back to the global variables of the configuration settings, and adds them as relevant information in the access-deny location.
2.5.4 User Study on SECLOG

To evaluate the effectiveness of SECLOG in helping sysadmins fix issues accurately without introducing permission over-granting security mistakes, we conducted a controlled user study. Our study was approved with an IRB exempt status.

We crawled the real-world problems related to the software from sysadmin forums (e.g., stackexchange, stackoverflow) and the software’s administration mailing list, and further filtered the access control related cases with keywords filtering. We examined the cases and found the common ones as our user study cases. Finally, we used six real-world problems from two server software (vsftpd and PostgreSQL) as shown in Table 2.15. For example, problem 3 in vsftpd is related to the common port range settings in FTP the server that was posted in many threads [12, 13]. We also use the real-world issue in Figure 1.1 as problem 2 in vsftpd.

We recruited our participants from each server’s user mailing list and Slack workspace, and sysadmins Reddit. In total, we recruited 32 work professionals. The participants were compensated for their time with a $30 giftcard.

**Ethical considerations.** All our study involving human subjects (i.e., questionnaire survey and user study) were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) with an IRB exempt status. We took several measures to protect the participants’ rights. First, the researchers who conduct the study were trained with ethics for user research courses before the study. Second, the participants were informed of the purpose, rights and risks before the study and the study is totally voluntary. The participants were informed that they can opt out anytime and they still get compensated for their time in the study. Third, no personal identifiable information is collected or stored during the study.

**Methodology.** The study is conducted remotely using Zoom for communication due to COVID-19. The participants ssh to a remote server to resolve the designed problems. Each user is asked to resolve six problems in Table 2.15. We randomly allocate the participants to the group with SECLOG-enhanced log messages (group A) and the group with original software (group B).
The only difference between the groups is the information in the log messages.

Before the study for each server application, we give the participants 30 minutes to read a detailed guide on how to manage the servers with the specific sections in the official manual related to our study. Then we ask the participant to solve a warm-up case for each server program to help them get familiar with the server environment, such as the location of configuration files and commands to modify the settings. The warm-up case is not included in our results.

After the warm-up question, we give them three problems from each server application. The order of the problems is randomized. Each problem is given 30 minutes. If they cannot finish during the given time, we count it as 30 minutes, which penalizes the enhanced group since many participants with the original software could not resolve the problem within the maximum time. We also record how they resolve the problem by recording their commands and modifications, and then evaluate whether the fixes over-grant the permissions and introduce security issues.

After all problems are finished, participants can optionally participate in a short interview. We show the participants both the original and enhanced log messages. We ask the participants whether and how they would change their solutions and reasons for changes; And the participants will rate the usefulness of both log messages on a 5-point Likert scale. Here we present the example survey question for problem vsftpd-2.

**Example (vsftpd-2)** How useful is the following log message in Problem Vsftpd 2?

**Log message 1:** 500 OOPS: config file not owned by correct user, or not a file.

**Log message 2:** 500 OOPS: The config file is not owned by root, or not a file: /etc/vsftpd_user_conf/ftpuser1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not helpful</th>
<th>Slightly helpful</th>
<th>Moderately helpful</th>
<th>Very helpful</th>
<th>Extremely helpful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log message 1</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log message 2</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Insecure fixes.** We record all the changes made by the participant during the study. We regard the solution as secure if the solution only grants necessary privileges to solve the
Table 2.16: The number and percentage of insecure fixes in each problem that over-granted permissions and introduced security issues, in the group with original logs and SECLOG-enhanced logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># (% of insecure solutions</th>
<th>Problem 1</th>
<th>Problem 2</th>
<th>Problem 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>SECLOG</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>1 (6.25%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>6 (37.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>8 (50.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>4 (25.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.17: The number and percentage of participants in each problem who cannot resolve the problem in the 30-minute time period in the group with original logs and enhanced logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of unfinished participants</th>
<th>Problem 1</th>
<th>Problem 2</th>
<th>Problem 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>SECLOG</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd</td>
<td>1 (6.25%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>9 (56.25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>2 (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

access-deny issue in each problem; If the solution grants excessive privilege to the denied user or other users, it is regard as insecure. For example in PostgreSQL problems, the solution is insecure if the participant grants more privileges than required to execute the original SQL. In problem Postgres-3, only REFERENCES privilege is required; however, half of the participants in group with original log messages fix the problem by granting ALL privileges on the table to the denied user. This may be because REFERENCES is a less common privilege, and the original log messages only tell sysadmins a generic warning of "Permission denied" but did not explicitly tell them what privilege it lacks. As such, some participants just gave random tries like granting SELECT/CREATE privileges. When it did not work, they just chose to grant ALL to resolve the problem.

We show the detailed solution description for the secure fixes in Table 2.18. All the secure fixes only grant the necessary privileges to solve the access-deny issue.

We also show the details and consequences of insecure fixes, as well as the number of occurrences in Table 2.19. All these insecure fixes make intrusive changes to the system which grant excessive privilege to the denied user or more users.

Table 2.16 shows the number of insecure fixes (e.g. fixes that over-grant permissions
Table 2.18: Description for the secure fixes for the problems in user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Secure solution description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-1</td>
<td>Delete the wrong regex pattern that matches with the download file in deny_file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-2</td>
<td>Change the owner of ftpuser1’s config file /etc/user_config_dir/ftpuser1 to the current process id, i.e., root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-3</td>
<td>Change the port range under passive mode, pasv_min_port and pasv_max_port to a wider range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgresQL-1</td>
<td>Grant USAGE privilege on the schema to user and Grant INSERT privilege on the table to user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgresQL-2</td>
<td>Grant EXECUTE privilege on the function to user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgresQL-3</td>
<td>Grant REFERENCES privilege on the table to user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and introduce security issues) introduced by the participants during the study. We find that the group with original log messages (group B) introduces 27 insecure fixes in total. In contrast, the group with SECLOG-enhanced log messages (group A) only has one insecure fix (in problem Postgres-2). The result shows that diagnostic information added by SECLOG are effective to reduce the number of insecure fixes by sysadmins.

**Diagnosis time.** Besides the number of incorrect fixes, we find that with the help of SECLOG enhanced log messages, the participants are more likely to have a much faster diagnosis and fix time. As shown in Table 2.17, all participants in group A completed the task. In contrast, around one-fifth (18/96) of the tasks in group B were not completed within the time limit. For example, 9 out of 16 participants in group B could not finish task vsftpd-2. The original log message only gives a generic warning of “The config file is not owned by root”, but does not pinpoint where the config file is, which makes the participants mistakenly look into the default config file. Excluding all the insecure fixes, Figure 2.13 shows that group A is 2.79x faster in completing the tasks than group B. The differences between group A and group B are all significant ($p<0.05$, Mann-Whitney U test) excluding problem vsftpd-1.

**Post-study helpfulness survey of whole log messages.** The participants can optionally
## Table 2.19: Description for the insecure fixes for the problems in user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution description</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-1</td>
<td>1. Delete other configuration options related to userlist</td>
<td>Previous settings limit that only users on userlist can login; after the change every user can login.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-2</td>
<td>1. Delete configuration option user.config_dir</td>
<td>All the configurations customized by each user under user.config_dir do not take effect.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Change permission of config file /etc/user.config_dir/ftpuser1 to 777</td>
<td>All users in the system can read/write/execute the file.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Delete the configuration option userlist and other options.</td>
<td>Previous settings limit that only users on userlist can login; after the change every user can login.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-1</td>
<td>1. Grant ALL privileges on the table to user and grant all privileges on the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user has more privileges than required to execute the query, including DELETE or UPDATE privileges.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Grant ALL privileges on the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user has excessive privileges on the schema, e.g., with the UPDATE privilege, the user can modify the schema.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Grant ALL privileges on the table to user.</td>
<td>The user has excessive privileges on the table, e.g., with the DELETE privilege, the user can delete the table.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Grant INSERT on all tables in the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user has INSERT privileges on all the tables, so the user can modify other tables.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-2</td>
<td>1. Grant ALL privileges on all functions in the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user can execute all the defined functions in the schema.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Grant EXECUTE on all functions in the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user can execute all the defined functions in the schema.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Grant ALL privileges on all tables in the schema to user and grant ALL privileges on all functions in the schema to user.</td>
<td>The user has all the privileges to the tables and functions in the schema.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostgreSQL-3</td>
<td>1. Grant ALL privileges on the table to user.</td>
<td>The user has more privileges than required REFERENCES on the table.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.20: Helpfulness ratings of original and enhanced log messages in the problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-1</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-2</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vsftpd-3</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-1</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-2</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgres-3</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.13: The comparison of average completion time excluding insecure fix cases.

25 participants finished the helpfulness ratings of log messages in the six problem on a 5-point Likert scale. The results are shown in Table 2.20. We find that the enhanced log messages are rated as more helpful than the original messages. In particular, the original log message in problem vsftpd-3 was only rated as 1.32 (close to “not helpful”). The log message only shows “vsf_sysutil_bind”. As one participant commented that “the old log messages were only written
Table 2.21: Performance overhead of Apache httpd with enhanced logs. The data in gray are characteristics of the workload. “Deny” is the percentage of accesses with access-denied status. “Slowdown” is the total execution time to replay the workload; “Log size” is the size of error log.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th># Access</th>
<th>Deny %</th>
<th>Slowdown %</th>
<th>Log size increase %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>42K</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>250K</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

so that the original developers of the software would understand.” In comparison, the enhanced log messages give more detailed information about the errors, with a rating of 4.80.

**Limitation.** The user study has limitations as it is conducted in a controlled environment and users may have different levels of experience and expertise. We tried several things to reduce the bias: (1) We recruited 32 users with relevant server management experiences; (2) We randomly and evenly distributed them to two groups; (3) We provided each with a guide and related manual sections and gave them 30 mins to read these guides; (4) We gave them warm-up questions to get them more familiar with the software and environment.

### 2.5.5 Performance and Overhead

We first measure the performance of SECLOG’s static analysis. The result (Table 2.7) shows that the analysis time is almost proportional to the number of ACC functions’ call sites in the application. We optimize the analysis time by allowing SECLOG to re-use the analysis result of functions via summaries. SECLOG is single-threaded but it can be further parallelized by analyzing function summaries concurrently.

Next, we measure the performance overhead of Apache httpd’s SECLOG-enhanced version. All enhanced/inserted log messages have ERROR log level which is enabled by default. We use two real-world workloads from a university CS department’s websites. Course hosts courses pages and Group hosts one research group’s website. The result is shown in Table 2.21. (1) For the throughput, we find that on the Group workload, the throughput was downgraded by 4.7%. This
may because the percentage of the access-denied requests is higher. (2) For the error log size, it increased by 26% on the Group workload. We also calculated the average size of access-deny log messages caused. The performance overhead may be larger with a higher percentage of access denial. For potential optimizations, developers may need to improve the common path, i.e., reduce the logging overhead on common types of access-deny errors.

2.6 Discussions and Limitations

Logging Templates. Logging templates are adopted in many applications to report error messages for specific type of errors. One potential approach to improve logging quality is to enforce the logging practice via logging template. With the logging templates, developers only need to fill in the variables required by the template to generate the final log message. However, if the template lacks detailed information, the logs will systematically lack information in all places. Therefore, it is promising to improve the logging templates to help developers write better log messages. SECLOG can be used to detect the missing information in the logging templates and developers may use the detected missing information to improve the logging templates, too.

Generating human-readable log messages. SECLOG can not generate human-readable log messages automatically. Instead, SECLOG can insert variable names and values in the log messages. To make the log messages understandable by sysadmins, the semantics of log messages still need to be processed by the developers. Developers can also design utility functions to automatically process the semantics of certain types of variables to readable strings. Moreover, SECLOG can show all the identified locations and variables to help developers to know where to enhance or add access-deny log statements. SECLOG can be used as a plugin in programming IDE and suggest developers with the potential log locations and information. Some recent works [50] may be combined with SECLOG to generate human-readable log messages.

Coverage of ACC locations and relevant information. SECLOG may miss ACC locations if developers do not provide a complete list of ACC functions, or the software performs
ad-hoc checks without ACC functions. As discussed in §2.5.1, the new developers can find ACC functions with high coverage in a short amount of time; for software maintainers, the effort could be less. The developers may also refactor some code to adopt general ACC functions instead of ad-hoc checks.

SECLOG may also miss relevant information that is far in the call chain. However, this should not be common since Finding 2 shows – most (70.8%-100%) of the relevant information is usually available in the same function. Besides, tracking further in the call chain may include too much irrelevant information that can confuse sysadmins.

Security and privacy concerns. Server logs contain valuable information for developers and administrators in the troubleshooting process, which may be leveraged by attackers to gain system details. Therefore, various laws and standards have been proposed to enforce the compliance requirement in log storage, analysis and disposal [26, 47]. SECLOG assumes that the server logs should be kept secure from attackers.

As a static analysis tool, SECLOG cannot differentiate what information is considered sensitive and what should not be visible to sysadmins. Existing works on automatic private information filtering techniques [28, 102, 92, 121] can be combined with SECLOG to filter variables that may potentially leak private user information. In addition, when the SECLOG-identified information is processed by developers, developers can decide whether the information is sensitive and should be included in the log message.

Providing Secure fixes. Even though SECLOG can provide more information for sysadmins to understand unintended access-deny issues correctly, SECLOG cannot solve the problems for sysadmins. This means that SECLOG cannot eliminate the chance of sysadmins making mistakes. As we have shown in our user study, while SECLOG can significantly reduce the number of insecure fixes from 27 to 1, there is still one insecure fix even with SECLOG enhanced log messages.
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Chapter 3

Finding Blind Spots in Access-Deny Issues

Diagnosis with Multiview

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

Access control is critically important for many enterprises to protect the systems resources and users’ data from unauthorized access [55, 97]. As the business grows and evolves, the organization’s access-control configurations require modifications constantly, such as adding new members or performing system upgrades. Sysadmins need to adjust the access-control configurations to accommodate the dynamic needs of the systems, as well as fix issues in case of problems. Access-deny issues, where legitimate users’ access to data is falsely denied, have become common issues faced by sysadmins [108].

Inaccurately fixing access-deny issues often results in permission over-grant mistakes. According to a recent study [108] on how sysadmins resolve access-deny issues in real-world situations, 38.1% of cases introduced security misconfigurations. Many of the misconfigurations are caused by trial and error when sysadmins misunderstand the root causes. Many suggestions
Denied Request

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subj.: apache</th>
<th>Action: read</th>
<th>Object: /home/alice/wsgi/index.py</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Root-cause configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directory:</th>
<th>/home/alice/wsgi/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permission:</td>
<td>drwxr----- alice alice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible Directions

1. Grant Apache’s current role ‘other’ with execute permission
2. Change the directory (/home/alice/wsgi/)'s group to be apache and grant execute permission.
3. Change the file and directory’s owner to be apache.

Figure 3.1: A simplified access-deny issue with root cause in the file permission.

given on the forum are ill-advised as they lead sysadmins to introduce permission over-grant mistakes. In an Apache server access-deny issue [84], the answer that received the most upvotes is to completely disable the access control of Apache and allows all users, including attackers, to access the resources. Sysadmins can easily create access-control misconfigurations through trial and error or randomly adopt online advice when they encounter an access-deny issue, thus making permission over-grant mistakes.

Permission over-granting mistake is one of the major triggers of security incidents [57, 115, 95, 39, 78, 67, 94]. In general, users only notify sysadmins when their requests are denied, and rarely notice or complain about excessive permissions. In recent reports [52], over-granted permissions were only discovered after a security incident when the system has been exploited by malicious attackers [76]. Indeed, many enterprises have suffered from security incidents caused by permission misconfiguration, including data breaches, ransomware and system compromises [97, 82, 42]. From 2018 to 2019, the number of records lost by misconfiguration rose by 80% as did the cost to the associated companies [42]. In 2021, the non-profit security community OWASP also chose broken access control as one of the top 10 vulnerabilities in web applications [68].

In a perfect world, sysadmins can always find the solution that fits the security context. However, this is hard in real-world scenarios because each access-deny issue may have multiple
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a web request being denied due to lack of access to the file system [49]. The root-cause is that the process owner apache lacks execute permission on upper-level directories. There are many directions, each has different security implications, and many of them have potential security vulnerabilities. One solution is relatively safe by granting apache execute permission while keeping original owner Alice’s permission. However, many real-life cases [49] with similar root causes often resolve the issues by disabling the protection (chmod -r 777) recursively from the home directory, as suggested on online forums [87]. Part of the reason is that they do not know which directory is causing the problem, and aren’t sure which permissions are required for that directory. Another common risky suggestion we can often see on the forums [17, 91, 85, 86] is to disable all execute protection (chown +x) on the directory and now anyone can traverse this directory. Another way is to make apache the owner of the directory
which hurts the availability of Alice. This suggestion needs to be evaluated by sysadmins based on the context. All directions can resolve the issue, but they have different implications which may not fit the security context.

Figure 3.2 is adopted from a real-world access-deny issues [84] caused by server configuration. We added more context for audiences to understand the security consequence. The user Alice, who is in groups volunteer and gradstudent, cannot access the directory /Application/2021 because the directory is only accessible to certain user group staff. She needs to serve as a volunteer to only access 2021 year’s applications. One safer way is to build a new directory block /var/www/html/Application/2021 in the configuration and allow Alice to access any data under the directory. However, it is easier for sysadmins to grant Alice to access all data under /Application/ because they do not need to generate a more specific directory block. Moreover, sysadmins may misunderstand user’s role and add Alice to the group staff which over-grants Alice permissions. This case is also used in our user study to evaluate whether participants can make less risky resolutions with our tool’s diagnosis.

These examples show that access-deny issues can have multiple directions to change the access-control configurations, each with different security implications. As a result, it is difficult for sysadmins to manually gather all the possibilities as well as their impact for resolving access-deny issues. Their blind spots can prevent them from finding the direction that fits the security context. Without an tooling support in the diagnosis process, sysadmins can only rely on their intuition and experience to compose a solution and determine whether it fits the security goal.

As such, it is highly important to relieve sysadmins’ burden of exploring all the different possible directions and assessing the security implications of each to reduce insecure fixes for access-deny issues. Unfortunately, at present, the general method involves no tooling support. Most previous works on misconfiguration diagnosis [24, 34, 116, 62, 63, 54] cannot help sysadmins explore possible fixing directions. Some previous works [89, 117] provide recom-
 mendations based on historical resolutions, but many historical resolutions are not safe. One of their tool-generated solutions for access-denial issues is to grant full privileges to every user in the system [89]. Sysadmins might blindly trust the solution provided by the tool and unknowingly introduce security risks.

3.1.2 Our Contributions

Our work focuses on helping sysadmins find possible directions and understand the security impact in order to reduce their chance of making risky resolutions. To achieve this goal, we present a new framework, called Multiview, that utilizes multiple analysis techniques to produce possible directions to allow the legitimate request and evaluate each direction’s impact. Multiview’s key insight is that, through the mutations of configuration entries and their combinations, we can help reveal the possible directions of configuration changes to address the issue which may fall in the blind spots of sysadmins when solving manually. Multiview further compares and minimizes the security impact on each direction with the pre-defined partial security order and only presents the directions with least permissions in the security order.

Multiview faces three major challenges in resolving the real-world access-denial issues. (1) How to design a general approach to find the access-control configurations related to the denied request? (2) How to find different directions to solve the access-denial issue and find the minimal permissions to be granted on each direction? (3) How to systematically evaluate each direction’s impact on the global access-control state to help sysadmins find the one that best fits the security
To address the first challenge, we design a general technique named *toggle analysis* to turn on and off access-control checks at different levels and retry the original request. This helps to narrow down the access-control configurations related to the request. Multiview can help diagnose the issues in multiple server applications through customized APIs to understand the syntactic and semantic meanings of the configuration files. These APIs can be implemented by the server software developers as a one-time effort.

To address the second challenge, Multiview performs mutations on the identified access-control configurations based on the category of each access control rule in the configuration. This is based on the observation that each rule represents a restriction on the subject, object and action of the request. Multiview can systematically mutate and combine the rules to relax the access control to allow the access. Multiview then uses a predefined *security order* to measure and compare the permissions each direction grants. Then Multiview collects all the non-comparable directions which each contains least permission changes (§3.4).

To address the third challenge, Multiview needs to compare the system-level impacts of each direction by revisiting all the data in the system after each direction’s change has been applied. We adopt the approach to replay requests to see the end-to-end access-control state changes on the system. To reduce the number of replayed requests, we develop a method to synthesize and prune the requests based on the configuration changes suggested in each direction.

We evaluated Multiview with 64 real-world cases from four widely used systems and server applications including UNIX file system, Apache HTTPD, Nginx and Vsftpd. Multiview can successfully find the directions to change the configuration on 45 out of 64 cases. For all the cases, Multiview finishes its diagnosis within 1 minute.

To evaluate the effectiveness of Multiview’s diagnosis report, we conducted a user study with 20 participants (11 system professionals and 9 graduate students) with five real-world access-deny issues. The results of the study show that our tool can help sysadmins reduce the percentage
of insecure fixes from 44.0% to 2.0%. Moreover, Multiview can help reduce the diagnosis time by 62.0%.

3.2 Overview

3.2.1 Multiview Workflow

Multiview aims to help sysadmins diagnose access-deny issues by providing possible directions and the security impact of each direction. Multiview’s workflow is shown in Figure 3.3. First, Multiview locates the faulty component and access-control rules through toggle analysis. This narrows down the range of access-control rules that Multiview needs to mutate, such as the rules in the configuration block as shown in Figure 3.4 (§3.3). Second, based on the located rules, Multiview generates mutations for each individual rule. Multiview then uses the security order to minimize the permissions each mutation grants. Then, Multiview combines the mutations of each rule based on the combinational logic, such as “Satisfy All” and “Satisfy Any”, available in the access-control configuration to generate possible directions (§3.4). Last, Multiview analyzes the impact on the global access-control state for different directions. Multiview synthesizes the requests based on the available roles and resources and replay the requests to generate the impact. Multiview may reduce the number of replayed requests by excluding requests not related to the configuration change of the direction (§3.5).

The generated diagnosis report includes the detected configuration rules, the possible directions to allow the request along with each direction’s impact on the access-control state of the entire system. But still, sysadmins need to determine which direction best fits the security context.
3.2.2 Usage

Multiview is designed to be used by sysadmins when an access-deny issue arises. To start the diagnosis process, sysadmins need to provide the log file which contains the information related to the denied request, or manually specify such information. Multiview performs the analysis in a packed virtualized environment which contains the same settings as in a production environment (§3.3.3). The following analysis process is automatic and generates a diagnosis report for the access-denied issue in the end.

To make one piece of software fits into the Multiview framework, we may require a few inputs from the software’s developers: (1) The configuration parser to parse the configuration and get the configuration entries; (2) The general APIs provided by Multiview to manipulate the component, configuration objects and access control rules. Multiview provides the common combinational logic to combine the mutations and generate the directions, but the software developers may provide additional logic to combine the rules.

Multiview may require additional inputs from the sysadmins if the software’s setup is different from common settings. This includes: (1) the location of the software’s configuration file; (2) the information related to the denied access, or the software’s log which can find such related information; (3) all subjects, actions and objects in the application, e.g., the directory to host HTML files and the users in the system, for Multiview to perform the change impact analysis.

3.3 Faulty Configuration Localization

Multiview first attempts to identify the access-control configurations that introduce the access-deny issue. Multiview takes a black-box approach to mutate the access control configurations by turning on and off the protection at different levels, to identify the access-control rules associated with the denied request. We name this approach as toggle analysis, as it mimics how
sysadmins narrow down the causes of access-deny issue in real-world scenarios.

### 3.3.1 Identify Faulty Component

Real-world systems often have multiple components, and each component can customize its access-control rules. Multiview first tries to identify the faulty component that causes the access-deny issue, as the request may need to pass access-control checks for multiple components and may fail in any component. For example, in a web application scenario, when a web request tries to access an URL, the Apache web server first needs to check the user’s permission according to the server’s configuration. After passing the application-level check, the web server needs to pass the check of the file system on behalf of the end-user in order to access the file. For each component, Multiview uses the predefined API to temporarily remove all the access-control checks thus allowing all users to access all data in the component. If the replayed original request is still denied after removing access-control checks, Multiview can exclude the possible error in this component. The API should be defined by the software developers of each component. For example, SELinux provides APIs to temporarily disable the checks by one single command `setenforce 0`.

### 3.3.2 Identify Request Related Configurations

**Identify Related Objects.** Multiview attempts to identify the access-control rules related to the denied request. Server applications and file system usually follow a similar mechanism to design their access-control configuration with the access control list (ACL), where the object has a list of access-control rules for every user and role in the system [21]. Therefore, Multiview first identifies the related objects for which the request was denied, and then finds the access-control rules associated with the objects.

Multiview first needs to identify which objects the user needs to access in the denied
request, and then proceed to probe whether the user lacks permissions for each object. To process a single request, the system often needs to access multiple objects to complete the request. For example, when a user wants to read a file in the file system, the user must also have the search permission on upper-level directories [49]. Thus the file permissions of the upper-level directories are also identified as relevant objects. Similarly, the web server configuration is designed to reflect access control to a directory tree structure, as shown in Figure 3.4. An Apache configuration block will be matched for objects in each directory. Each block represents either file system objects or URLs and contains a set of access-control rules. Depending on the configuration, the user needs to satisfy all matching blocks or only the longest matching block [61].

To identify the related objects, Multiview first extracts the original object in the denied request by extracting the access log information. Based on the characteristics of the denied object, Multiview maps the requested information to the objects in the system that the user needs to have permission with the APIs provided by the developers. Multiview leverages the domain-specific characteristics to collect all the objects the user may need to access in each component. To probe

![Apache Configuration Example](image)

Figure 3.4: A simplified Apache HTTPD configuration example.
whether the user lacks permission for each object, it continues to use toggle analysis to change the access control rules of any object to see if the change affects the result of the request.

Identity Related Rules.  Multiview continues to examine the access-control rules associated with the objects that the user lacks proper permissions in order to find the rules related to the denial. The access control rules are expressed differently for the object in different types of components. Unix file systems use 9 permission bits to represent access control for owner, group and others. Common web applications use directives which can place restriction on end-user’s attributes (e.g., IP, method, user/group). The rules can serve two purposes, allow or deny. The first type is the rules to allow, which can allow requests if the request’s attributes match the requirement; The other type is to deny. As shown in Figure 3.4, multiple access-control rules exist in the configuration block, and the result is other allowed (marked in green) or denied (marked in red) for each rule. (We will discuss more about the combination operators in §3.4.4.)

To find possible problem-solving mutations for the rules, Multiview should find which rules are causing the denials by performing toggle analysis at the individual rule level. First, Multiview examines each individual rule to determine whether the attribute restricted by the rule is allowed or denied. Then Multiview conducts toggle analysis at the single rule level to probe the rules that cause the access-deny issues.

3.3.3 Toggle Analysis Implementation

Multiview APIs for Toggle Analysis. Multiview requires some APIs to be implemented for each software to perform the toggle analysis at different levels, including components, objects and specific rules. Multiview defines an API toggle_component() to toggle the access control result in a single component. The application developers can implement the function as a one-time effort. For general server software configurations, we can try to remove all the rules related to the access control and add one rule to ensure all users will be allowed by default.

To find the access control configurations related to the issue on the object-level, Multiview
Algorithm 2: Toggle Analysis

Function ToggleAnalysis(components):
    faulty_comp ← None
    faulty_objects ← []
    related_rules ← []
    for comp ∈ components do
        if toggle_component(comp)=allowed then
            faulty_comp = comp
            break;
    for obj ∈ faulty_comp do
        if toggle_object(obj)=allowed then
            faulty_objects.append(obj)
    for obj ∈ faulty_objects do
        if toggle_rules(obj)=allowed then
            related_rules.append(<obj, get_rules(obj)>)
    return related_rules

provides an API named toggle_objects(component), in which the software’s developers can specify how systems find the related objects. Due to the nature of the file system hierarchy, the logic is usually to require all objects with matched prefixes or just the longest matching. Last, Multiview provides toggle_rules(object) to test each access-control rule within the object is to allow or to deny. For example, in the Apache configuration as shown Figure 3.4, developers can implement APIs to examine the result of each rule by only keeping each rule in the block.

The toggle analysis builds on the assumption that each unit’s access-control works independently from others. On the component level, server software, as we observed in current practice, treats other components as black boxes and relies on error codes to communicate. The access-control checks are performed layer by layer and are therefore independent from each component. On the object and rule level, the system checks each resource’s permission respectively to achieve the final access-control result.

Safety Considerations. When Multiview performs the toggle analysis to find related configurations in the component, Multiview needs to analyze the results by applying changes and replaying requests. This needs to be done in the same environment as the production data, to ensure the access-control results are the same as in production. However, randomly applying
changes and replaying requests directly in the production environment may bring side effects on the data, and it is hard to ensure separate environment to be consistent with the production.

Multiview tackles this challenge in two ways. First, Multiview uses virtualization techniques to prepare a safe environment separate from production. Nowadays most cloud systems adopt virtualized environment (e.g., containers) to deploy services. Multiview reuses the virtual environment to achieve isolation from the production. Second, Multiview uses copy-on-write techniques to share the same copy of data and configurations as production [59, 72]. When a modification happens, Multiview will create a copy of the original data and the modification is only applied on the modified version without affecting other production systems.

3.4 Delta Generation

3.4.1 Delta Generation Overview

Through the toggle analysis at different levels, Multiview locates objects that the user cannot access and access-control rules related to the denial. But still, there are many possible ways for the sysadmins to modify the configuration and grant permissions. Therefore, Multiview aims to help sysadmins find as many problem-solving ideas as possible by systematically modifying access-control rules and combining them as possible directions.

Multiview finds different directions to resolve the access denial, thereby loosening the access control on denied data, and minimizing the granted permissions in each direction. We classify the ways to relax the access-control rules into three categories based on the components of the request: subject, object and action. Mutations to the access-control rule either relax the system’s restrictions on the subject, object or action of the denied request. Therefore, each possible direction to resolve the access-deny issue is a combination of those variations that relax the restrictions of the system in three different aspects.

To ensure that issues can be carefully addressed in each direction and grant as few
permissions as possible, we developed a new partial order metric called the security order to measure and compare the number of permissions granted by each mutation of access-control rule. Once Multiview detects a mutation of configuration that can successfully permit the request, Multiview collects the mutation for later combinations to generate directions. Multiview provides directions, not solutions, as we only want to provide more insight on possible ways to solve the access-deny issue. To find the best suitable solution, sysadmins should further confirm and determine the direction that fits the security context of the organization.

### 3.4.2 Access-Control Rule Mutation

We propose a method to systemically search for possible directions to resolve the issue. At this point, Multiview has found objects for which the user does not have enough permission, and the access-control rules on each object that deny the request. Multiview comes to help by mutating each rule to lose the restriction on different attributes of the rejected request respectively to cover all the possible modifications, then trim the mutations with the help of security order (§3.4.3).

First, we classify methods of changing access control into three types based on how access-control rule is relaxed to resolve access-deny issues. Table 3.1 gives the definitions of each type of mutation and provides real-life examples. We denote the subject, action and object
in the access-denied request as $s_{deny}$, $a_{deny}$ and $o_{deny}$. $s_{deny}$ contains the subject’s information such as the user’s role in the organization and the subject’s ip address, etc. Multiview can relax the restriction on $s_{deny}$ by assigning user to different roles in the access-control configuration or allow user-specific attributes. Taking file systems as an example, each system user can have roles of owner, group or other, to different files. Each role implies different privileges. By changing $s_{deny}$ to a role with more privileges, Multiview relaxes the system’s restrictions on $s_{deny}$. Second, Multiview can relax the restrictions on $a_{deny}$ by granting $s_{deny}$ with more privileges to perform actions on the same object. For example, the file system has read, write and execute permissions for each role, and granting different permissions would allow different actions on the object. Last, Multiview can relax the restrictions on $o_{deny}$ by allowing $s_{deny}$ to access new objects (including the denied object). This can be done by adding new access-control rules for the denied objects. Because each category changes a different aspect of the access-control rule, we can relax the access-control to different degrees by a combination of these three categories.

Multiview needs to understand the possible ways to mutate $s_{deny}$, $a_{deny}$ and $o_{deny}$. From the results of faulty configuration localization, Multiview is able to identify $o_{deny}$ as the objects that users need more privileges to access. The access-control restrictions on $s_{deny}$ and $a_{deny}$ are expressed as the rules applied on the object. Multiview cannot know the exact mutations of the rules to be able to allow the original request, such as changing to certain roles or granting specific permissions. Therefore, Multiview conducts speculative delta generation of access-control rules.

Multiview aims to mutate the access-control rules based on the system information and the characteristics of the rules to generate possible combinations to permit the access-deny issues. First, Multiview first collects all the roles in the system that are allowed to perform the action $a_{deny}$ on the object as $S_a$, and all the roles $s_{deny}$ currently in as $S_d$. We denote all the roles as $S = S_a \cup S_d$. Second, Multiview assigns collected possible roles $s_0 \in S$ to $s_{deny}$, and then further relax the restriction of $s_0$’s permissions based on the replayed request’s status. The relaxation is conducted based on the specific types of the access-control rule of $o_{deny}$. If the role $s_0$ is not
allowed to access the object, Multiview would try to add the role to the object’s access-control list with the different types of privileges. For configuration settings with no user authentication, Multiview checks if there are other attributes related to the subject, such as IP or hostname to concretely describe the request characteristics and make relaxations accordingly.

3.4.3 Minimize Permissions with Security Order

Multiview may produce multiple rule mutations to change the result of the access-control rule, where each mutates the same aspect of the access-control configuration. For example, when we want to relax the user’s privileges on the object, we can grant (1) execute, (2) execute and read, or (3) execute, read and write, which all can allow the request but the amount of granted permissions are different. Since granting excessive permission may introduce security risks, Multiview should prune these rule mutations to avoid misleading sysadmins. Multiview’s directions should grant as less permissions as possible and allow the denied request.

We developed a partial security order to compare different directions. This can be served to early terminate mutation process, if one mutation of the rule can already resolve the access-deny issue, there is no need to try mutations with more permissions. By pruning redundant rule mutations, we can reduce Multiview’s diagnosis time and avoid including too permissive mutations.

To formally define the security order, we denote the set of users, objects and actions in the system as $S$, $O$, and $A$ respectively. Then, one access can be represented as a tuple $(s,a,o) \in (S,A,O)$. Given a configuration $c$, we can then define the binary function $\alpha_c : (s,a,o) \mapsto \{0,1\}$. $\alpha_c(s,a,o) = 1$ if and only if the access $(s,a,o)$ is allowed by the server with the configuration $c$.

**Definition 1 (Permissible Access Set)** Given a configuration $c$, define its access status image as $R(c) := \{(s,a,o) \in (S,A,O) | \alpha_c(s,a,o) = 1\}$

**Definition 2 (Partial Security Order)** Given two configurations $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_1 \preceq c_2$ if and only if
When there are two rule mutations, which lead to configurations $c_1$ and $c_2$ after the changes have been applied, can both solve the access i.e., $\alpha_{c_1}(s_{\text{deny}}, a_{\text{deny}}, o_{\text{deny}}) = \alpha_{c_2}(s_{\text{deny}}, a_{\text{deny}}, o_{\text{deny}}) = 1$, we rely on the partial security order to compare them. In particular, if $c_1 \preceq c_2$, the set of access granted by $c_1$ is a subset of those granted by $c_2$. Hence, $c_1$ will be a more secure solution if we regard less access as more secure. For example, in webserver configuration, the request is denied because one of the IP subnets in the blacklist contains the IP of the denied user. Following the partial security order, it holds $c_{\text{ip}} \preceq c_{\text{ip subnet}}$. Therefore, it allows less access by allowing a single IP than deleting the entire subnet restriction.

**Handle incomparable possible rule mutations.** Note that the ordering for the access status images of configuration is a partial order. There are situations where two mutations are not comparable, i.e., when the symmetric difference of two sets $R(c_1)$ and $R(c_2)$ are not empty, we can not determine which one grants fewer permissions based on the partial security order. For example, Multiview can generate mutations by either assigning the user to a high privileged role, or granting user’s current role to access the object. Two different mutations can allow the request, but because the members of the two roles are different, the access status images cannot be subsets of each other and they bring different impact on the access control result. Therefore, Multiview collects all the non-comparable rule mutations to generate the final directions for the sysadmins to determine which one to choose based on the security context.

### 3.4.4 Generate Final Directions

Multiple rules may exist in an object’s ACL to represent the access control policy. When multiple rules of the object deny the request, Multiview first generates possible rule mutations to resolve each rule and then combines the mutations based on the relationship among the rules. For example, in the web server configuration scenario, there could be multiple rules associated
with the configuration block to provide access control on the subject or actions, as shown in Figure 3.4. The user’s group may not be allowed to view data under the directory or the user’s IP is blocked by misconfigured IP ranges. Certain methods (or actions) like POST, DELETE may not be allowed.

The mutations of access-control rules can be combined together to represent the final access-control result. We define the set of related access-control rules as \( P \), and each access-control rule as \( p_i \in P \). We denote the set of mutations for each rule \( p_i \) as \( C_{p_i} \). We define the result of each rule \( p_i \) as \( r_i \), where \( r_i \in \{ True, False \} \). \( True \) represents the access control is allowed while \( False \) represents denied. Based on the common practice of access-control configurations, we find that here exists three combination operators for the directive’s result, Satisfy All (\( \land \)), Satisfy Any (\( \lor \)), and Negate (\( \neg \)). The rules’ result can be combined with the above operators to represents one access-control result.

1. For Satisfy All (\( \land \)), the final result is \( r_{final} = \land_{p_i \in P} p_i \). Then the final directions to make the request to be allowed are \( C = \times_{C_x \in \{C_{p_i} | r_i = True\}} C_x \), which represents all the rules needs to be allowed to make one final direction.

2. For Satisfy Any (\( \lor \)), the final result is \( r_{final} = \lor_{p_i \in P} p_i \). Then the final directions are to make the request to be allowed are \( C = \bigcup_{C_x \in \{C_{p_i} | r_i = True\}} C_x \), which represents we can select any of the direction to allow one rule to make one final direction.

3. For Negate (\( \neg \)), the final result is \( r_{final} = \neg (\land_{p_i \in P} p_i) \). Then the final directions are to make the request to be allowed are \( C = \times_{C_x \in \{C_{p_i} | r_i = False\}} C_x \), which represents all the rules needs to be denied to make one final direction.

The combination orders can be retrieved from the filtered configurations based on keywords. For example in Apache configuration (Figure 3.4), the keyword RequireAll represents Satisfy All, and the keyword RequireAny represents Satisfy Any [60]. Multiview requires the annotation for such keywords for the software’s configuration to reason about the access-control
result. In some common system components like file system, the combination operator is implicitly implied as Satisfy All, as the request needs to pass the access-control checks on all the upper directories on the requested file.

**Generating exception.** Multiview also generates a direction works as an exception to allow the denied request for sysadmin’s reference. There are situations where Multiview can generate a more restrictive direction. Multiview takes all the request’s attributes to generate a specific exception to only permit this user to access the single request object. When sysadmins need to quickly work around the situation but do not know what is the best way to change the configuration and fit it into the security context, sysadmins can adopt this restrictive direction as a hot patch to only permit the single request. This exception may not be desired as it may add more burden on future maintenance.

### 3.5 Change Impact Analysis

Multiview further inspects the impact of each configuration change on the overall access control state. Some configuration changes that can resolve the access-deny issue may also change the access-control status of other resources in the system. Sysadmins need to be aware of these changes in order to judge whether these changes are intended based on the organization’s security goals. To help sysadmins evaluate whether the generated configuration change is intended, Multiview applies change impact analysis to analyze the impact of configuration changes on the global access control state. Furthermore, sysadmins can compare different directions suggested by Multiview by examining the access-control state changes, where Multiview can not directly compare them with the defined security order.

Previously we denote a configuration as \( c \) and the access control state as \( R(c) \). After applying one possible direction on the original configuration \( c_{original} \), Multiview gets a new configuration \( c_{direction} \). Given two configuration settings \( c_{original} \) and \( c_{direction} \), the impact of a
Table 3.2: The example subject, object and action in different software systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File System</td>
<td>OS users</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>Read/Write/Execute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Webserver users</td>
<td>Web pages</td>
<td>GET/PUT/POST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

configuration change can be represented as a set of tuples \((s, a, o, r, r')\) where \(r = \alpha_{\text{original}}(s, a, o)\) and \(r' = \alpha_{\text{direction}}(s, a, o)\) and \(r \neq r'\). The subject, object, action could be different in various software to represent the end-to-end access control state as shown in Table 3.2.

**Comprehensive requests generation** To characterize the global access-control state comprehensively, the impact analyzer needs to collect all the subjects, objects, and actions that sysadmins are interested in. For example in the file system, the impact analyzer may collect all the users in the OS as subjects, and walk through the directories to collect files as objects. And the actions would include read, write and execute. Sysadmins may also customize the scope to limit generated requests only for the objects that they are interested in. For example, sysadmins may limit the objects only in a certain file directory.

**Requests reduction** In a production system, the number of subjects and objects in the system could be large and a large number of requests are generated, which results in a long analysis time for one configuration change. To overcome this challenge, we leverage the characteristics of configuration changes to reduce the number of related subjects and objects.

As described in Section 3.4, the generated configuration change is composed of one or more mutations on configuration entries. Based on the specific mutation on each entry, we can find the related subjects and objects. For example, if the mutated file permission is only related to a specific file path, only the access control state of files under this directory will be affected, therefore the impact analyzer only needs to walk through the directory to collect the objects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appl.</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Description of access-deny issues</th>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Apache uses the mod_wsgi module to redirect requests to python scripts. However, Apache cannot access the location of the python scripts.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>In a shared server, a web service denies all requests because the Apache process user does not have access to multiple directories for this user.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Even with the correct configuration file, the Apache server is still unable to process the request because it cannot access one .htaccess file.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The Nginx master process user cannot access data shared with other services because it is not added to the ‘www-data’ group.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>After enabling custom configuration, users cannot access through FTP because FTP cannot read the custom configuration in the file system.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Anonymous requests are blocked because the default configuration of Apache blocks the request method.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Authenticated users cannot access internal web pages due to improper implementation of role access-control configuration in Apache.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>The company machines cannot access the internal pages of Apache server due to an incorrect IP whitelist in the configuration.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>After several failed attempts to change the configuration file, the sysadmin is unable to allow the user to access the directory because the changes were placed in the wrong location that did not match the request.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The Nginx configuration blocks a range of IP addresses with an IP masking that accidentally included the IP address of the load balancer.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>The configuration entry deny_file contains an incorrect settings that matches all filenames, causing all FTP commands to be access denied.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6 Evaluation

We evaluate Multiview’s effectiveness and efficiency with three sets of experiments.

First, we evaluate whether Multiview can effectively diagnose real-world access-denied issues. We collected and reproduced 64 access-denied issues for four large systems and server applications. Then we used Multiview to diagnose these issues to see whether Multiview can generate helpful directions to resolve the access-denied issues.

Second, we evaluate whether Multiview can help sysadmins find solutions that fit the security context for access-denied issues. We designed a user study based on real-world issues and conducted it with 20 system professionals with and without Multiview’s diagnosis reports.

Third, we evaluate the effort in adopting Multiview and Multiview’s diagnosis time. We report the effort of customization for each server application, and the diagnosis time for the access-denied issues.

We conducted all Multiview’s analyses on a single machine with Intel Core i7-7700 CPU (3.6GHz, 8 cores), 16 GB memory, 1 TB HDD running a Ubuntu 18.04 distribution.

3.6.1 Real-world Access-Deny Issues

Methodology. We choose popular open-source web applications as our targets including Apache HTTPD, Nginx, and vsftpd. We collect a set of access-denied issues from mailing lists and sysadmin online forums. We search for issues related to applications by tags. Then we filter issues that contain access-control related keywords such as "permission", "access control", "access denied" or "forbidden". We only select issues that have comments that are marked as answers. 272 cases are crawled, and we examine each case and exclude issues not related to access-denied. In the end, we have 93 access-denied issues.

Next we try to reproduce these cases based on the description and root causes by recreating their server configuration file and file system permission. We have to exclude 29 cases with no
concrete causes which we cannot reproduce. We reproduced 64 cases. Multiview can diagnose 45 cases of them. We analyzed the root causes of these issues and categorized them according to their causes. Because many cases had similar root causes, we select 11 common cases from all categories to present in Table 3.3 along with Multiview’s report summary including related configuration, possible directions.

**Results.** For each access-deny issue in Table 3.3, we present the results of (1) fault localization: whether we can find the specific component and configurations related to the access-deny issue and (2) delta generation: whether we can generate multiple directions that may resolve the access-deny issue. For the change impact analysis, because we do not have the data from the original issue, we do not have results for the impact analysis. We will discuss more about the usefulness of impact analysis with our designed scenarios in the user study (§3.6.2).

For all the cases that Multiview can successfully locate to the configuration, Multiview can find the possible directions based on the mutations of subject, action and object. Multiview can successfully find 1-10 directions that can resolve the access-deny issue. Sysadmins need to select the direction based on the access-control context. Note that the directions found by Multiview also cover original post’s direction that is secure based on the problem context. Case 2 has 10 directions because there are multiple denied data. Multiview combines different mutations for each data, resulting in 10 directions.

There are 19 cases that Multiview cannot diagnose. Among all, 11 of these issues are related to SElinux. SELinux has diagnosis tools such as `audit2allow`, we can also integrate Multiview with it in the future. Some of these cases are related to specific modules that only apply to specific applications, as we have one case for mod_ssl and three cases for mod_security. After locating the related rules, Multiview has no way to mutate the configuration. Also, Multiview could not handle syntax errors. There are four access-deny issues caused by the syntax change between the versions. With syntax errors, Multiview cannot correctly parse and locate the faulty configuration.
Counselor Diagnosis Report for Application – Apache FS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denied request information</th>
<th>Faulty configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| File: /var/www/scripts/index.py  
User: apache  
Method: Read | File: /var/www/scripts/  
Permission: drwxr----- alice apache  
← group lacks execute perm. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directions to allow the request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Direction 1: Grant group apache with execute permission on /var/www/scripts/  
sudo chmod g+x /var/www/scripts/ |  |
| Direction 2: Change apache to be owner of the directory  
sudo chown apache:apache /var/www/scripts/ |

Figure 3.5: Multiview diagnosis report for case 1.

We use two case studies to show how Multiview’s reports can help sysadmins diagnose the access-deny issues.

Case 1: File System. Figure 3.5 shows a common file system access-deny issues on forums and many of the suggested answers are risky. The denied web request attempts to read the data under the directory /var/www/scripts/ but lacks execute permission on the directory. Many users did not know that in the file system Apache process user not only needs read permission of the requested file, but also needs to execute permission on all the upper-level directories. Users sometimes do not know how to quickly examine the permissions on all the upper related directories may try to grant unnecessary privilege for each path. Even if the users know that the directory /var/www/scripts/ lacks the execute permission, they often over-grant execute permission to all users instead of to the group, which is the current role of Apache process user. Multiview can only grant the group execute permission to the related directory. Multiview also mutates the configuration to make Apache process user the owner in case this direction fits more to the context. Based on the security order, Multiview does not change the Apache process user to be the role “other” of the directory since it would be considered more permissive than its current role “group”. Both directions can resolve the access-deny issues and grant fewer privileges compared with forums’ answers.

Case 2: Apache Configuration. Figure 3.6 shows an issue caused by Apache server’s
configuration. User Alice is trying to access the internal web page and she has two roles, sales and sale manager. However, her access is blocked because current configuration only allows admin to access this page. To resolve this issue, Multiview first narrows down to the related configuration sections. Multiview further finds the possible directions by changing the Alice’s role to groups that have access to the object, or granting Alice’s roles to access this directory, or simply making an exception to only allow Alice to access. These directions all can resolve the issue, but have different implications on the access-control state. Sysadmins need to determine which direction is most suitable based on the scenario with the help of change impact analysis.

3.6.2 User Study

Methodology. We conduct a controlled user study to evaluate if Multiview can help sysadmins diagnose the access-deny issues and fix them securely based on the security context. We design based on real-world problems and add security context for each question which is based on the questions in online forums. We ensure the security contexts in the scenarios are
Table 3.4: Problem descriptions of user study. All the problems were designed based on real cases. Each question represents a common category of access-deny issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS-1</td>
<td>Users could not download the shared file because they are not the correct Unix user group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-2</td>
<td>Users could not access web pages because the server lacks permission to traverse the file system directory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config-1</td>
<td>Users could not access web pages because they are not in correct user group in server configuration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config-2</td>
<td>Users cannot access web pages because the IP address is wrongfully on the blacklist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Config-3</td>
<td>Users cannot access a restricted web page because the current configuration misuses logical operators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

easy to understand based on the problem description and environment settings. Each question is drawn from different types of access-deny issues, including file system user and group, file system access methods, application role and identity, IP, and complex combinational operators, as shown in Table 3.4. Our study was approved with an IRB exempt status.

**Design.** Our experimental setup includes one warm-up question with five experiment questions. The warm-up question help them to understand the experiment process, and get familiar with the server’s environment settings, e.g., configuration location and installation location. Then we randomize the order of five experiment questions. For each question, we provide the information related to the denied request. Users can fix the problem in a virtual machine with access to all related log messages, data, and configurations. To further simulate real-world situations, we also allow users to use search engines to search for log messages or related commands.

For our control and treatment condition, each participant will have 2-3 questions with the report and 2-3 questions without the report. We randomly assign the numbers for each participant. In total, for each problem, we ensure that the numbers of participants in the group with the diagnosis report and the group without report are the same. Our diagnosis report includes four
parts: (1) access-control configurations related to the request §3.3, (2) the specific rules related to the denial §3.3, (3) the possible directions to resolve the problem §3.4 and (4) the change impact analysis for each possible direction §3.5.

During the study, we monitor and record the participants’ attempts for each question. Based on their modification, we judge whether they resolve the access-deny issues. Then we recruit a security expert to evaluate whether the modification might pose a security risk based on the question context. We also record the time it took them to complete each question, up to a maximum of 30 minutes. This penalizes the group with diagnosis report as the total time could be much longer.

To judge whether the participants’ solutions are secure, we ask a security expert to evaluate each participant’s attempts. The security expert first receives the same system environment and problem description. They then suggest possible measures to resolve the issue securely. After that, the expert evaluates the resolutions from the participants and decide whether these solutions pose a security risk to the system based on the security context, and if so, what the risk is.

**Recruitment.** We recruited our participants from the server’s mailing list, reddit and CS graduate student slacks. In total, we recruited 11 work professionals and 9 graduate students in total. All the graduate students major in computer science and they have taken computer system courses and are familiar with Linux server administration.

**Limitation.** The user study naturally has limitations that may make it different from real-world measurements. We took several measures to reduce the bias in the experiment. (1) We recruited 20 participants with relevant server management experiences; (2) We shuffled the problem order and randomly assigned Multiview diagnosis reports for each problem. (3) We designed warm-up questions to help the participants get more familiar with the software and environment.

**Results.** Table 3.5 shows the percentage of participants who introduced security issues during user study. Note that even though one participant may make multiple security mistakes
when solving one problem we only count it as one insecure fix for one participant in one problem. In total, for each problem we have 10 participants with report and 10 without report. We found that the percentage of participants in the treatment group that introduced insecure fixes was lower for each question compared to the control group.

Table 3.5: The percentage of participants who made security mistakes for each problem in user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FS-1</th>
<th>FS-2</th>
<th>Config-1</th>
<th>Config-2</th>
<th>Config-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/ report</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o report</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We find that 70% of the participants \((n = 10)\) in the group without report made security mistakes in problem Config-2. This problem describes the scenario that in graduate student admission, one student volunteer could not access this year’s application web pages. The root cause is in the server configurations, only admission officers are allowed to access this folder. We find that the participants made security mistakes in three categories. (1) Wrong component: Two participants could not figure out the cause of this issue and tried to relax the folder’s file permissions. (2) Too much permission to the user: Four participants simply added the denied user to the admission officer group, while the admission officer can access sensitive files like financial records in other directories. (3) Grant access to too many users: Two participants granted all the students to view the application web page, even though they are not volunteers of students admission. Note that one participant in the group with diagnosis report also made a mistake that added user to the admission officer. This is because this participant did not pay enough attention to the diagnosis report and ignored the impact analysis results.

In problem FS-2, we find that 50% of participants \((n = 10)\) in the control group made security mistakes. The root cause is that the user lacks execute permission on the upper-level directory in the file system. We observe two categories of insecure fixes. (1) Wrong components. Two participants thought this was due to configurations and they went through a trial-and-error
approach trying to allow all users in the configuration. (2) Grant too much file permission. Three users granted too much permission to the files other than the directory that lacks permission. Note that they made insecure changes led by suggestions from sysadmin forums. All of the three participants googled the log message, "access to ‘/’ denied (filesystem path ‘/home/alice/pages/hello.py’) because search permissions are missing on a component of the path”. This has been a common issue on sysadmin forums with various posts [17, 91, 85, 86]. The participants simply copied the commands from the forum which recursively granted execute permissions to all the related directories and users (all other users on the Unix system). The security expert rates this to be unsafe as it allows other users to traverse the directories. This also shows that even with log messages, sysadmins may still make insecure fixes.

Notice in FS-1, no users made security mistakes. FS-1 is a simple issue that requires minimal diagnosis. Multiview did not improve the performance of participants because the problem was already easy to resolve.

![Figure 3.7](image-url): The average completion time for each user study problem. The error bar shows the 95% confidence interval.

Besides the percentage of users who made security mistakes during the user study, we find that the average completion time in the group with Multiview’s diagnosis report are significantly smaller than the group without diagnosis report for all problems (p<0.005, Mann-Whitney U test). Even though the participants in the group with Multiview’s diagnosis report are required to read
extra materials in the diagnosis report, they spent less time in resolving the issues and introduced less security mistakes.

3.6.3 Performance and Adoption Efforts

**Adoption efforts.** Multiview is implemented in Python3. Multiview requires some efforts from the software developers to adopt it in diagnosing access-denial issues for each application. The main efforts are spent on parsing the configuration file and annotating the security order for the access-control rules. The adoption effort for one application is a one-time effort, but it would greatly benefit the sysadmins in diagnosing sensitive access-denial issues as shown in §3.6.2.

**Table 3.6:** Number of LOC needed to adopt Multiview for each application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th># LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiview Framework</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File system</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsftpd</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagnosis time.** We calculated the running time of Multiview diagnosis process the reproduced cases and all cases were under one minute, which is negligible compared to manually collecting the system’s information or asking on online forums. Note that the time does not include change impact analysis, because we do not have the system’s real resources for the reproduced cases. The time may vary depending on the size of the system. Based on the experiment on the data of user-study cases, Multiview can replay 520 requests per second on average.
3.7 Limitations and Discussion

Multiview’s goal is to help sysadmins collect the possible directions and evaluate their impact to understand and fix the access-deny issue correctly. However, Multiview can not determine which direction should be taken based on the security context—sysadmins are the ones who make decisions, which inevitably may suffer from human errors. As shown in our user study, while with Multiview’s diagnosis report, the participants are less likely to give insecure solutions, there is still one participant who made insecure fixes, because he fixed the issue based on his intuition and ignored the results of the change impact analysis. Future work may explore automatic ways to determine the final direction with proper models of the security properties.

Multiview takes a black-box approach in the faulty configuration localization (§3.3), in which Multiview mutates the result of access control at different levels to identify faulty configurations. This requires Multiview know all the related components and their configurations to start the mutations. However, some software’s configuration options have default values that are not explicitly declared in the configuration file. Thus Multiview currently cannot find such root-cause configurations with a black-box approach. In the future, Multiview can be combined with the white-box approaches [88, 18, 19, 20] to analyze the implicit configuration options.

Besides, Multiview’s mutation policies to generate possible directions require the software developers to provide the APIs for mutating each individual access-control rule, as well as the partial security order. Therefore, the directions identified by Multiview may not be complete if not all the mutations are specified. However, the API implementations are mainly a one-time effort for one application. Developers can focus on the common rules to provide high coverage of real-world access-deny issues for the sysadmins.

Multiview performs the change impact analysis to find each direction’s impact on the access-control state. The number of subjects and objects could be very large in real-world organizations. Even though Multiview tries to reduce the number of synthesized requests, the
results of change impact analysis could be lengthy and sysadmins may need to spend additional efforts to read the report. Currently, Multiview displays the results in a line-by-line format which includes the subject, action, object and the access-control result changes. We leave the tasks including visualizing and identifying important access-control state changes as future work.

Lastly, Multiview assumes that sysadmins are fully trusted. When Multiview presents the diagnosis report, it may contain the information related to all the subjects available in the system to present a comprehensive view. If there is sensitive information related to data privacy, certain rules should be applied to filter or hide such information in the report.
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Related Work

4.1 Empirical Studies

4.1.1 Access-deny Issues Characteristic study.

Xu et al. [108] studied the access-deny issues from a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective by looking at the practices of how sysadmins resolving access-deny issues from online forums. Even though their study shed light on the important problem that many current server programs do not provide adequate feedback information, but they did not study further into the details. However, no solution was proposed and evaluated in their study. Our work not only provides additional insights to their findings (e.g., Finding 3 on commit history) but also provides a solution to enhance access-deny log messages and insert new log statements. Multiview tackles the problem by finding precise information related to the issue. Besides, Multiview further perform delta analysis to find more directions to resolve the access-deny issue and evaluate their impact on the global access-control state.
4.1.2 Empirical studies on security practices of sysadmins.

There are a few empirical and HCI studies on some reasons or phenomenons of sysadmin mistakes. Fahl et al. [43] observed that a large percentage of sysadmins who operate on HTTPS websites used non-validating certificates deliberately, because of little tooling support and few affordable certificate options. Dietrich et al. [41] found that besides personal and environmental factors, the systems’ poor support can cause misunderstanding and misconfigurations. Li et al. [58] found that sysadmins have faced challenges in updating server programs such as handling update-caused issues and deploying updates without disruptions. Continella et al. [31] identified misconfigurations that could cause unsecured Amazon s3 buckets and suggested stricter default policies and warnings for sysadmins to mitigate this issue. These works motivate for better support and assistance for sysadmins in managing server software. Our work is exactly along this direction.

4.2 Misconfiguration Detection and Diagnosis

4.2.1 Access-control Misconfiguration

Many works have been proposed to detect the inconsistencies in the access control policies with data mining [106, 24, 34, 116], testing [62, 63], and verification approaches [45, 54]. These works rely on the security property in a formal model or test oracles specified by the sysadmins, or learned policies from the probably correct systems, and then compare with the configuration settings to detect inconsistencies. Some works [24] can suggest fixes that learned from the other functional systems, but it introduces false positives as the security goals in each system may be different. In contrast, Multiview mutates the configuration settings based on the security order to provide more directions, and evaluate their impact on the access-control state to determine the one that best fits the security context. SECLOG is trying to help sysadmins gather useful information
understand an unintended access-deny issue and fix the setting correctly without over-granting permissions.

4.2.2 Other Types of Misconfiguration

Previous research [100, 104, 103, 88, 116, 113, 18, 19, 20, 107, 71, 117, 118] has applied various types of techniques to the configuration error detection and diagnosis, including black-box and white-box approaches. The black-box approaches [100, 104, 103, 88, 116] try to understand the dependency between configuration changes and software behavior by using the external observations of the systems, such as functional configurations or predicates defined by users.

In contrast, the white box approaches [18, 19, 20, 107, 71, 117, 118, 119] rely on the source code and compare the inside structures of software to automate misconfiguration troubleshooting. These works aim to find the related configuration entries by using static and dynamic analysis or runtime profiling, and compare the changes in the code execution path.

In general, these works try to provide better tooling support for developers to diagnose configurations by finding the related configuration entries. They rely on symptoms like function failures or performance degradation to detect configuration errors. However, the access control configuration errors are still intended behavior by the source code. Besides, some rely on a modified test environment and run the instrumented programs again to debug the error. However, sysadmins do not read or have access to the source code as software developers, which makes them less likely to apply these tools for diagnosis. Besides finding the related configurations, Multiview took a step further to explore the possible directions to solve the access deny issue and evaluate the changes’ impact to help sysadmins find a solution based on their security context.
4.3 Improving Logging Messages

LogEnhancer [114] and its follow-up works [120, 112] improve logging to collect more diagnostic information for software developers to troubleshoot software bugs. As briefly discussed in §3.1, SECLOG differ from their work in several major ways: (1) They target to collect intermediate variable values to help developers narrow down the search paths for root cause analysis. Our work focuses on adding/enhancing access-deny log messages for sysadmins to understand and fix the reported access-deny issue correctly without over-granting permissions or introducing security issues. As sysadmins do not refer to source code or even have access to source code [108], logging intermediate variables is meaningless to sysadmins. (2) Different goals also lead to different technical challenges and solutions. Their work started from a failure or an error to backtrack important intermediate control variables values to help developers reduce the search space, whereas SECLOG starts from access check function call sites, and conduct both backward and forward data and control flow analysis to identify access-deny path, relevant information such as subject, object and action which determine the outcome of an access check function. In a way, while we also consider control-dependency, SECLOG looks more into data flow from the result of an ACC function, whereas their work focuses more on control flow analysis to narrow down the possible execution path for developers.

4.4 Access Control Management

4.4.1 Proactive Access Control Management

Access control matrix [55] is proposed in the early days to protect computer systems. Many access control models have been proposed to cope with different application context, including basic access control matrix [55], discretionary access control [70] for file systems, role based access control for databases [44], attribute based access control for Apache web server [51],
and numerous variants [99, 46]. The complex models as well as the different syntax and schema in various software make it hard for sysadmins to manage the policies [23]. These work facilitates proactive access control management with tools and frameworks, such as customizing access control frameworks based on usage context [32, 101, 48], simplifying the implementation of policies [30, 98] and automatically generating secure policies based on security goals [25, 27, 66]. Other works also looked at how to design usable interfaces to help sysadmins review policies [53]. However, the previous works are usually highly tailored to specific systems or software, and require administrators formally define security goals. SECLOG is orthogonal to these works by providing a general approach to improving the access-control logging which aims to help sysadmins gather useful information when an access-deny issue happens.

### 4.4.2 Least-privilege Policy Generation

A line of work has been proposed to use the audit log data to generate least-privilege policies in different environments [80, 64, 29, 74, 75]. Polgen [80] first proposed to generate SELinux policies based on the interaction patterns between different security contexts. Molly et al. propose to mine roles and identify redundant or unused roles from access usages logs with a learning approach [64, 29]. Sanders et al. conducted a series of work to generate least-privilege policies from audit logs with a counting-based model based on time window [73], and further propose Privilege Error Minimization Problem to minimize the over-privilege or under-privilege in RBAC [74] and ABAC models [75]. These works detect the over-privileged policy only after the over-privileged access is recorded in the access log. In contrast, SECLOG helping sysadmins to understand and fix unintended access-deny issues correctly in order to prevent insecure fixes and over-privileged user accesses.
4.4.3 Access-control Code Vulnerabilities

Vulnerabilities in access control code, aka bugs in authorization code, are dangerous as they allow attackers to bypass the entire protection. Various systems have been proposed to detect such bugs or enforce access control properties at runtime. There are quite some prior work on this topic, such as Nemesis [33], CLAMP [69], RESIN [110], Draco [93], SPACE [65], DetLogic [38] and others [90, 81]. SECLOG is complementary to theirs as they focus on software bugs, we focus on sysadmin mistakes (more specifically how to improve software logging to help sysadmins to reduce mistakes).
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Conclusion

This dissertation presents two approaches to improve the diagnosibility of server systems. This dissertation presents SECLOG to automatically add missing access-deny log messages, and also enhance existing ones with relevant information to guide sysadmins to diagnose the access-deny issues. This dissertation also presents Multiview which takes a step further to automatically mutate the system configurations to explore possible directions and let each direction grant as few permissions as possible. Multiview provides a detailed diagnosis report to assist sysadmins during diagnosis.

SECLOG is a practical to help developers to improve access-deny log messages for sysadmins to fix access-deny issues correctly and safely. We first conducted a study on five large server programs, to understand the current status of access-denies logging practices. Based on our findings, we designed and implemented a tool called, SECLOG, that can help developers find missing log locations and identify relevant information at the log location. Our evaluation on ten server software and user study show that SECLOG is effective in helping developers to improve the quality of access-deny log messages and reducing the insecure fixes made by sysadmins. SECLOG’s source code is publicly available at [15].

Multiview is a new diagnosis framework that can provide multiple directions for resolving
access-denial issues to help sysadmins reduce their blind spots in diagnosis. Multiview achieves this by categorizing access-control changes and uses delta generation to systematically mutate configurations and compares the mutations with security order. Multiview also examines the change impact of each possible direction to help sysadmins determine which one is suitable according to the security context. Our evaluation on real-world access-denial issues shows that Multiview can successfully help diagnose 45 out of 64 reproduced issues. We further conducted a user study with 20 participants on five real-world access-denial issues. The user study shows that Multiview can reduce the percentage of insecure fixes from 44.0% to 2.0% and reduced their diagnosis time by 62.0% on average.

5.1 Lessons Learned

In the end, I would like to talk about the lessons that I have working on the access control research which may be helpful for future directions.

Sysadmins as the target user. My first project during graduate school is the access control on mobile platforms, which directly faces the end users [77]. Many works try to help the end users configure the permissions on the mobile phones, in order to better protect users’ privacy. However, when I work on the access control on the server platforms, things become very different — very few developers or academics care about the special software.

The server software has a very different target user group — system administrators. When the developers develop the software, they usually have false assumptions on sysadmins. They often assume that the sysadmins have very good knowledge of the server and provide little transparency for them (e.g., poor logging and documentation). Besides, many developers care more about the features, not considering enough for the security. Not even to mention the tools for detecting or diagnosing the access control issues. This dissertation aims to help sysadmins make configuration changes to resolve the access-denial issue. Future works can focus on detecting
the over-granted access during the configuration changes or access control auditing and forensics.

**Evolving security goals.** One assumption that researchers made is that the sysadmins clearly knows what is the desired security goal, which is the ground truth for verification or validation [105]. However, it is pretty hard to maintain a clear security goal in a constantly evolving environment even for system professionals. This may because of multiple factors, like the software does not support logging the events of configuration changes, or the miscommunication between engineers and management, or simply the previous sysadmins leave the job without enough documentation. Some of the existing works propose prototypes to model the access control policy with domain-specific languages which are hard to maintain for sysadmins who have little experience in formal models, or mine the security goals based on the access history which may be inaccurate and hard to verify. Therefore, future works may work on systems with ability to automatically construct or maintain the security goals based on configuration change events, which can be used for both auditing and forensics.
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